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Letters

READERS’ COMMENTS AND OPINIONS

The Last Great Wilderness

This photograph was taken on
an Antarctic trip earlier this
year at Cuverville Island near
the Gerlache Strait (“Voyage to
a World Beyond Belief”,
Subscriber Bonus, March).
My husband and I shared this
issue of Reader’s Digest when
not chatting to penguins or
cruising in Zodiacs and being totally overawed by icebergs, whales and
seals. By the end of our two-week expedition the magazine had
become rather tatty. Also of interest is that among the relics at Damoy
Hut on Wiencke Island is a 49-year-old copy of the Spanish edition of
Reader’s Digest, Selecciones. The hut was established by the British
Antarctic Survey in the 1970s.
CILLA RYAN

A Daughter’s Love

Also, he never complained and kept
on moving. He has a job now and life
“Evenings With Dad” (My Story,
is more comfortable. I’d just like to
April) by Grace Lee is a touching and
remind everyone to appreciate your
heartwarming story. It made me think
parents’ hard work and encourage
of my dad, who was unemployed for
and motivate them. They need our
two years. As a result, we had to rely
love to keep on moving.
on my mother’s salary, which wasn’t
m u c h . H o w e v e r, I
LEE JIA YI, v i a e m a i l
admire my dad because
LET US KNOW
he was determined to
Learning to Trust
If you are moved – or
find work and he always
Again
provoked – by any item
had a smile on his face
I am also a victim of
in the magazine, share
your thoughts. See
even though he was
fraud (“Arch Enemy
page 6 for how to join
under a lot of stress.
of Conmen”, April). To
the discussion.
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an ordinary person like me, losing a
huge chunk of hard-earned money
was devastating. My life was torn
apart, my dreams shattered. I felt lost
and helpless. It took me almost a year
to be able to stand on my feet again
and face the world. I wish there were
more lawyers like Martin Kenney who
would risk their lives to help someone
like me believe that there is hope and
it is all right to trust some people.

Caption Contest
HERE’S A RECENT COMPETITION FROM ONE
OF OUR INTERNATIONAL ISSUES.

It’s raining Matts and dogs.
HAZEL MANN

WAN NOR HALIZA, Ma l a y s i a

Spreading Generosity
This story about how one woman’s
kindness became multiplied made
me laugh and cry (“Effie’s Compound
Interest”, Subscriber Bonus, March). A
person like Effie lives in each of us:
we can all make similar impacts on
people’s lives, no matter how small or
large.
P.U., v i a e m a i l

Up, pup and away!

ROBYN FREEDMAN

I have a feeling this is not quite how
they did it in the NeverEnding Story.
KERRI DUNCAN

They flew through the air with the
greatest of ease. The daring young
man and his pet Pekingese.
BERYL MORGAN

It was “Pigs Might Fly”. Not dogs!
MAURICE DAY.

I only walk the dog on fly days.
CHRISTINA SALT

When the airlines told me I could fly
with my dog, this is not what I had in
mind.
TARJA FERLIGO
I think we took a wrong turn back at
the park.
ANITA TAVENDALE

CAPTION CONTEST

Look! I can see my doghouse from
here!
STEVEN BIRCHMORE

Come up with the funniest caption for
the above photo and you could win
cash! To enter, see details on page 6.

The winner was Beryl Morgan. Think you
can do better? See box, left.
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Editor’s Note

PHOTOGRAPHED BY DA MIA N BEN NETT

Criminal Behaviour
I CAN REMEMBER WHEN TV series CSI: Crime Scene Investigation
came out some 15 years ago. Having grown up on a diet of cop shows
from the ’80s and ’90s where criminals were caught through stake-outs,
witnesses, confidential informants and good, old-fashioned detecting
(think NYPD Blue), CSI suddenly kicked open the door to the neverbefore-seen forensics lab and gave us an interesting look into these
behind-the-scenes science guys.
With its many spin-offs and other forensics-heavy police procedurals
on TV, such shows are now commonplace. So much so that many of us
have casually picked up words like DNA and “blood-spatter patterns”
and “gunshot residue” and fancy ourselves mini experts in the field of
forensics science. It’s led to a worrying side effect called “the CSI effect”
where juries in the US who are avid viewers of these shows are likely
to not convict someone who is guilty because they think certain
procedures that they’ve witnessed on TV haven’t been carried
out in real life.
As a fan of crime shows and books, I found this month’s cover story,
“The Real Drama of CSI” (page 54), to be just as enthralling as anything
I’ve watched or read. Rationally, viewers have
always known that the stuff we watch on TV
is fiction and crimes can’t really be solved as
quickly and efficiently as they make it out to be.
But the extent of the problems in real-life
forensics labs, as revealed in the article, is
more than a little scary.
Got an opinion on the issue? Email us with
your comments or participate in discussions
on our Facebook page. Happy reading!

June•2015
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STAFF PICK

This Issue We Liked ...
Reading each month’s stories usually evokes mixed
emotions from the staff. Some awaken happy
memories while others stimulate strong feelings
If I was contributing to “The Best Advice I Ever Got”
(page 96) I’d nominate my mother. Like most
others, she expended considerable energy sharing
time-worn advice with her groaning children on
the benefits of early rising and double-knotting
shoelaces. Eye-rolling was the usual response to
dire warnings along the lines of “If your friends were
jumping off a bridge, would you too?” However,
possibly her best pearl of wisdom was “If you can’t
say something nice, don’t say anything at all.”
Now, if only I could button my lip more often…
MELANIE EGAN, deputy chief subeditor

I was in IKEA with my son
choosing a book case and
fumbling for a notepad to
write down the details. He
simply pointed his
smartphone at the tag and
snapped a photo (page 25).
What are your clever tips
for using the camera on
your phone?
SUE CARNEY, editor-in-chief
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In all my time as a journalist, few
stories have intrigued me like this
one (“The Gentle Truth About Dying”,
page 46). These health professionals
talked so candidly about the practical
side of dying, but what struck me was
how they were not immune to the
tears, wonder and humour of this
universal human experience.
HELEN SIGNY, CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

I’m studying life coaching and my latest module was
about, basically, loopholes (page 62). I’m definitely
guilty of the “false choice” loophole. Ironically, I’d
actually put off studying for a few months because I was
too busy working with my life coach on becoming a
better coach. Um... logic?
HANNAH HEMPENSTALL, subeditor
I’ve always been interested in my cat’s
fascination with boxes and now my
questions have been answered (Digest
Home, page 24). My next questions are:
Why does she like to sit on paper on the
floor? And why does she have to flick
all pens off desks? LUKE TEMBY, designer

Our dog has been a family
whisperer – managing moods
of happiness and joy, fear and
sadness while the boys have
grown up. He’s their best
friend (Subscriber Bonus).
JUDITH LOVE, photo editor

My grandmother lived all her life in a
tiny rural town. We visited regularly
and always urged her to come and stay
with us in the city. Over the years she
fended off our invitations to the “big
smoke” with a bunch of excuses that
fell way short (page 62). But the single
most memorable excuse was, for me,
her best: “I can’t – I have to defrost the
freezer.” LOUISE WATERSON, managing editor

Being a keen ukulele player, I’m
used to both ridicule and Beatles
covers. Some sound complicated,
but are a dream to play and sing
along to, like “Across the Universe”
and “Ob-La-Di, Ob-La-Da”.
“Yesterday” (page 72) sounds
simple, but is really hard! Because
it’s so pared back, you need to make
sure everything is perfect. I just
cheat and strum a nice opening
sequence, then a few notes along
each line, concentrating on the
singing and skipping all the tricksy
chord changes!
DONYALE HARRISON, chief subeditor

Coincidences (page 10) is my pick of
the issue. As a kid I loved the books
Reader’s Digest published in the
1980s-90s like Almanac of the
Uncanny. There would always be a
section on weird coincidences from
around the world. It was great fun.
TOM GOODWIN, copywriter

Do you have a favourite story in this
issue? Write to us. Details on page 6.
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TRUE STORIES

From funny to astonishing, our readers reveal
some uncanny connections...

Crazy Coincidences

Photo Look-Alikes

AROUND SEVEN YEARS AGO, Glen,

a family friend then aged 35, called
an electrician to his home to do some
repairs. While there, the electrician
noticed some family portraits and
remarked how an old photograph of
Glen’s younger sister Narelle looked
exactly like his own little girl.
About six months later, Glen
received a call from his mother with
unexpected news. She told him that
40 years earlier she had given a baby
boy up for adoption. She had
privately pined for him her whole
adult life, but now he was looking for
his blood relations.
When the time came for Glen and
Narelle to meet their brother,
Michael, Glen was shocked to realise
he was the electrician who had done

the repairs at the house six months
earlier. It was now clear why the
electrician’s little girl looked exactly
like Narelle as a toddler.
CHARMAINE BRIGGS

Concrete Proof

IT WAS 1986 and I’d been dating my
boyfriend – now husband – Ged a
little while. We were getting to know
each other and were sharing the
usual life details, such as the
members of our family, the suburbs
where we had grown up, what our
parents did for work, what schools
we went to.
One day, Ged came over for a visit
and, with a huge grin, told me to
prepare for a surprise. He explained
that his sister, who was a hairdresser,
had been asked by one of her elderly

clients whether she could
recommend someone to prune back a
tree in her garden. “My brother might
be able to do that for you,” she’d told
the woman.
When Ged arrived the woman
greeted him and they walked to the
tree that needed cutting back. It stood
near a garden shed with a concrete
foundation and Ged noticed the
initials of several names scratched
into the concrete.
After finishing his work, Ged
asked the lady whether a family
with a little girl had lived there
before her. She told him yes.
The penny dropped as he
realised this was the block
my parents had bought as
immigrants back in the early
1960s. A little girl named Paula had
spent her infant years there – the
same young lady he was dating and
falling in love with.
PAULA WIEBRECHT

P HOTOS: GETTY IM AGES; THINKSTOCK

Copping onto the
Connection

AS A RETIRED London policeman now
living in Brisbane, I often have former
colleagues coming to stay during their
visits to Australia. Not long ago, one
chap and his wife came to stay for a
week, then two weeks later I had
another friend and his wife stay for
a few days.
The story then switches to Rotorua,
New Zealand, a few weeks later. By
chance, two couples exchange

pleasantries while observing the
bubbly hot mud pools. One of them
mentions they have just come from
Australia. “So have we,” say the other
couple. It isn’t long before they realise
they’ve both come from Brisbane,
stayed in Alexandra Hills with an old
friend called Murray Jesson and are
both former policemen from
London. It’s a small world!
MURRAY JESSON

Family Lunch
Tradition

WHEN I WAS TEN or
11, my school friend

Salima loved the
lunch my mother
made me and liked to
trade her lunch money for my
lunch and in return would always send
a thank you message to my mum.
Some 20 years later, my husband
Sohaib came home and told me that
his boss’s son, who was an internee,
liked to eat Sohaib’s lunch every day. I
started giving Sohaib an extra
sandwich just to make sure they both
had something to eat. A few months
later, I discovered my husband’s boss
was married to Salima, my old school
friend who had enjoyed my lunches
many years ago. Lunch envy must run
in the family.
SUHA KAMIL

Do you have a coincidence story to
share? We’d love to hear it. Find our
contact details on page 6.
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Unbelievable
TRUE TALES TOLD TALL

Faking It Until You Make It
I USED TO TELL PEOPLE my name

was Wazzupp Nindood. The default
greeting of that era was “What’s
happening dude?” so in a way, my
name was on everyone’s lips and
some people thought I was famous.
Many folks find it hard to create
fake names so they just copy signs.
Years ago, I had an army cadet friend
12
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who adopted the pseudonym Private
Keepout.
The topic of fake names arose when
a reader told me about a scandal in
the US state of Massachusetts. A
pharmacy boss had instructed staff to
write fake prescriptions using names
that “resembled real names [with] no
obviously false names.” His staff may

ILLUSTRATION: AN DREW JOYN ER

Nury Vittachi finds a whole new identity

not have got the memo because they
which is about US$48,000. I am
wrote out prescriptions to, among
offended. It’s a web glitch and it’s
other names, Baby Jesus, Filet O’Fish
putting aside more cash than I am!
and Bud Weiser. Unsurprisingly, they
Anyway, its existence is proof of
got caught.
evolution. Would my children
On my early journalistic visits to
PLEASE NOTE that it grew from a
China, arriving passengers had to fill
single fake name to a successful,
in endless forms for officials who
active socialite with ZERO
clearly read no English. My
FINANCIAL INVESTMENT (or even
colleagues and I signed
conscious parenting)
in as Disney characters,
from its parent.
the Beatles, and various
The people I feel sorry
My colleagues for are real folks with
US presidents. Once I just
and I signed in names that sound fake. I
wrote Fake Name as my
fake name. (Do NOT try
just hope Anna Sasin
as Disney
this now.)
characters, the never becomes a contract
In 2006, when Gmail
killer, Warren Peace
Beatles and
was by invitation only, an
never becomes an author,
various US
Indian civil servant
and Cara Sterio never
named Manesh asked me
goes into automobile
presidents
to set up an account for
music system sales in
him using his middle
places where they speak
name (Vinod) and mother’s maiden
English with an Italian accent.
name (Sarker). A year later, he set up
A colleague forwarded me a news
an account using his real name, but I
clipping in which retired UK military
forgot to delete his fake one.
man Stan Still complains that his
After 12 months, the non-existent
commander used to shout “Stan Still,
Vinod Sarker began to evolve in the
get a move on,” and then start
primordial slime that is the Internet.
laughing. Poor him.
First, it subscribed to newsletters and
When I retire, I am going to buy
junk mail. The following year it joined three budgerigars and call them Itza
LinkedIn. Then it opened a Facebook
Bird, Itza Plane and Itzu Perman. To
account and started getting lots of
ensure a happy retirement, I’ll set up
friends. After three years, it got a
another fake email account and pray
mobile phone. (It did all this with no
that it evolves into an account holder
input from me or Manesh.)
at some fancy Swiss bank.
Recently it opened an account at
ING Bank. Its bank statement says
Nury Vittachi is a Hong Kong-based
author. Read his blog at Mrjam.org
there are three million rupees in it,
June•2015
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MY STORY

A mother reflects on her daughter’s overseas trip and the
life-changing lessons she received from her grandmother

Indian Summer
BY C HRIST I N E PA N DYA
CHRISTINE
PANDYA, 51,

lives in
Auckland with
her husband
and two
daughters.
Writing is her
first love, with
reading coming
a close second.

14
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AT THE END OF 2014, my 18-year-old daughter Rithika was
poised between two worlds having just completed her final year
of school and facing the challenge of starting a Bachelor of
Science at the University of Auckland. In the interim, she chose
to fly over 11,500km to visit the city of her birth: Mumbai. It was
here Rithika planned to spend the break visiting her ailing
81-year-old grandmother, who she affectionately named Nanny
Flowers after watching the movie Whale Rider in 2005.
Our family, including my husband Sanjay and eldest daughter
Uditi, migrated to New Zealand in 2002 when Rithika was five
years old. We have returned to Mumbai three times since then,
but it had been four years since Rithika had last seen Nanny
Flowers. Compared to the ease of Auckland, the journey ahead
was daunting – apart from flying alone, there would be the heat,
pollution, language barriers and chaos of Mumbai to contend
with. There would also be the hardship of leaving behind her
iPhone, iPod and laptop.
On the evening of her final school examination, Rithika
boarded the plane to Mumbai for a 17-hour flight. As Nanny
Flowers was too frail to wait at the airport, we knew Rithika was
to be greeted by her Aunty Maria (my elder sister) and her five
beloved cousins. Once they all arrived at Nanny Flowers’ home,
Rithika flew straight into her grandmother’s arms for a long and
endearing hug. She told me later they celebrated Christmas and
New Year together and, as my mother loves having people and
food around her, the holidays were spent laughing and cooking
while sharing wisdom. Although Rithika tried to inject some
small changes into her grandma’s rigid routine, she soon settled

PHOTO: COURTESY C HRISTIN E PANDYA

Uditi, “Nanny
Flowers” and Rithika
outside the Pandya’s
family home in
Auckland, 2003

into Mum’s daily life, helping her
with her daily shower and weekly
hospital visits. She learned to go with
the flow and realised that just her
being there was everything that her
grandmother needed. It was the first
time Rithika had come face-to-face
with the loneliness and pain of old
age, and it made her think of her own
mortality. “Mum,” she would urge me
during our daily phone call. “Time is
running out. You have to make the trip
quickly you know.”
The two months flew past and on
Rithika’s last day her cousins, Uncle

Jude and Aunt Maria
gathered around to
accompany her to the
airport. “Mum was
silent amid the chaos,”
Maria later told me
over the phone as
Rithika was saying
goodbye to some of her
other relatives. “The
only words she has
uttered so far has been a
quiet, ‘I will miss her.’”
Rithika and her
grandmother both knew
it would be a long time
before they met again.
“She tucked me in bed
each night,” my mother
told me in quiet gratitude
over the phone after Rithika had left.
I was prepared to see some changes
in my child as I sat in the international
arrivals area at Auckland Airport the
following afternoon with Sanjay and
Uditi, now a 20-year-old third-year
nursing student. But I was also full of
anticipation, expectation and joy. In
her absence, our home had been
empty and quiet. After an hour, she
finally appeared. I could hardly
recognise the young adult who walked
through the gate. Gone was the
teenager who grumbled about “this
June•2015
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INDIAN SUMMER

Rithika takes a happy selfie with her
grandmother during her recent
visit to Mumbai

messed up world” and exclaimed,
“I need a break from this family”. Her
face was calm and serene. We hugged
tightly then made our way to the car
park without saying much. I could tell
she was grateful to be home, and that
some tiny part of her had been left
behind in India.
An hour later we sat down at home
and Uditi casually mentioned
Grandma. There was a lull in the
conversation before Rithika’s quiet
sobs distracted the chatter. As tears
coursed down her cheeks, Uditi and I
sat beside her in silence. We knew the
grieving process would take a while
and that we must be there to help with
16
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the transition between two worlds.
Although she was home, Rithika’s
mind was occupied by thoughts of the
grandmother she had left behind in a
cosy two-bedroom apartment. She
imagined her calling out to somebody
to come and help fetch things for her,
pass her something or bring her tea.
Rithika knows very often there will be
no-one to answer that call. Just silence.
My mother is on the brink of
becoming bedridden, but her fiercely
independent spirit tells her that if she
falters or lets the pain conquer her, she
will venture down the path of no
return. So she perseveres and
continues to potter around her home,
despite it all.
This summer proved that Rithika is
a strong person. In a foreign world
devoid of technology and the usual
luxuries, Rithika focused on the
precious things in life and has come
away with priceless memories. As her
own life blossoms, her grandmother’s
world will slowly wilt. They parted with
hugs, tears, prayers and blessings. But
instead of looking back with pity or
regret, Rithika remembers the
experience with gratitude and faces the
next chapter of her life with cherished
memories of family, perseverance and
the life-changing summer with her
loving Nanny Flowers.
Do you have a tale to tell?
We’ll pay cash for any original and
unpublished story we print. See page
6 for details on how to contribute.

THE DIGEST
HEALTH

HOT TOPIC

Caffeine: Does
It Harm or Heal?
BY DAVI D SCHA R DT

THE PROS

PHOTO: JONATHON KAM BOURIS

WHEN CAFFEINE HELPS
n Sleep deprivation: Caffeine combats

A hit of
caffeine
neutralises
adenosine and
helps you feel
less sleepy

drowsiness by tricking your brain into feeling
alert. It temporarily blocks adenosine, a
naturally sedating brain chemical, to prevent
fatigue. Without a full night’s sleep, you’ll
wake with more adenosine in your brain
than normal. A hit of caffeine neutralises
adenosine and helps you feel less sleepy.
n Workouts: “Caffeine can improve physical
performance in an endurance exercise
like running, but the effect is less for short
bursts of movement,” says Matthew Ganio,
a professor of kinesiology at the University
of Arkansas. Caffeine prompts the body to
burn more fat stores instead of the limited
stores of carbohydrate in our muscles. When
the muscles run out of carbohydrate, you get
tired. The benefit may be smaller in regular
caffeine users.
n Parkinson’s: Several large studies have
found that people who drink several cups
June•2015
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of coffee a day have a lower risk of
developing Parkinson’s disease.
Parkinson’s patients gradually lose
the nerve cells that produce the
neurotransmitter dopamine. Caffeine
may protect those nerve cells.

their system to disrupt sleep at night
even if they stop consuming it much
earlier in the day.”

n Painkiller: When a headache
comes on, the blood vessels in your
brain widen; caffeine constricts
them. It’s also a mild pain reliever.

than 130,000 men and women for
30 years, drinking coffee (regular
or decaf ) didn’t increase the risk of
cardiac arrhythmias, even among
those with existing heart conditions.
n Weight: Many companies add
caffeine to weight-loss pills to speed
up the metabolic rate, at least for
a short period of time. Yet “there’s
little evidence that consuming
caffeine leads to significant weight
loss or helps people keep weight
off,” says Ganio.
n Blood pressure:
While caffeine users
experience modest
increase in blood
pressure, long-term
studies don’t show
a clear link between
coffee consumption
and the development
of hypertension, notes
Rob van Dam of the
National University of
Singapore.

WHEN CAFFEINE MAY HURT
n Pregnancy: Women who are

pregnant or trying to become
pregnant should consume no more
than 200mg of caffeine a day because
the harmful effects of more than that
on fertility and foetal health cannot
be ruled out, according to
perinatal organisations.
n Disrupted sleep:
“People don’t realise
how much caffeine
affects their sleep,”
says Laura Juliano, a
professor of psychology
at American University
in Washington. “For
those who are slow
metabolisers of caffeine,
there’s still enough in

18
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WHEN CAFFEINE DOESN’T MATTER
n Heart rhythm: In a study of more
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NEUTRAL GROUND

HEALTHY HABITS

Simple Steps Towards
a Healthier You
1

TAKE A FIVE-MINUTE WALK

Indiana University researchers
recently found that if people sat for
just one hour, they experienced a 50%
drop in their leg arteries’ ability to
expand. This impairment can
increase the risk of cardiovascular
problems. But study participants who
walked five minutes for each hour
they spent sitting maintained their
ability for arterial expansion.
MAKE YOUR BED People who
make their beds were 19% more
likely to report getting a good night’s
sleep than those who leave their
blankets messy in the morning,
according to a poll by the US National
Sleep Foundation. There may be a
connection between feeling good
about where you sleep and your
tendency to sleep through the night.

2

3

READ WITHOUT DISTRACTION

Proponents of the “slow
reading” movement advocate curling
up with a good book for at least a half
hour, uninterrupted by text messages
or Facebook alerts. The practice may
reduce stress and promote clearer
thinking. Studies have shown that
when people read multimedia

content their reading
comprehension is
lower than when
they read only text.

4

WATCH LESS
TV The older

adults get, the more
they tend to watch
TV, according to
multiple studies
around the world.
Too much screen time
in midlife is linked with type 2
diabetes and heart disease, as sitting
still for extended periods of time
causes metabolic changes that can
lead to significant ill health. If you’re
desperate to catch a show, stand up
at least every half an hour, or walk
around during the ad breaks.
DISINFECT YOUR DESK Four
hours after University of
Arizona researchers swabbed virus
samples onto workplace surfaces,
they found traces on 40-60% of other
frequently touched objects in the
building. Protect yourself against
colds and flu by washing your hands
frequently and using disinfecting
wipes on your own workspace.

5
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NEWS FROM THE

World of Medicine
Surgery “Prehab” More
Effective that Rehab

Ward Off Ovarian Cancer
With Tea

Canadian researchers studied
77 people scheduled for colorectal
cancer surgery, who were advised on
exercise, nutrition and relaxation. Half
the patients started the programme
about a month before surgery and
continued for eight weeks after;
the other half started right after the
procedure. Two months after surgery,
the “prehab” group performed
significantly better in a mobility test
than the traditional rehab group.

Women who drink at least two cups
of black tea daily have a 46% lower
risk of ovarian cancer compared with
those who drink no tea, according to a
large study published in the American
Journal of Clinical Nutrition. This
may be due to certain flavonols
(antioxidant compounds synthesised
by plants) in black tea. The study did
not include other types of teas.

Here’s a simple way to feel less
stressed: sign out of email. For two
weeks, Canadian researchers assigned
more than 120 adults to either check
their inboxes only three times a day or
to check as often as possible
(about the same number
of times they normally
would). After the first
week, participants
switched scenarios.
For most people,
checking email less
frequently significantly
lowered overall daily
stress levels.
20
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A sedentary lifestyle may mean less
sleep for men. Middle-aged men who
were physically active for an hour or
more per week were 13% less likely
to report nocturis (needing to urinate
two or more times a night) and 35%
less likely to report severe nocturia
(needing to urinate three or
more times) than those who
didn’t exercise, found a
large study sponsored by
the US National Cancer
Institute. Physical activity
may improve sleep and
reduce inflammation of
the prostate (which can
trigger middle-of-thenight bathroom trips).
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Health Risk in Your Email?

End Nighttime Toilet Breaks

DIY CHECK-UP

Your Prescription:
Staying on Course
Unlike a passing cold, chronic
illness requires consistent and
continuous medicine. Here are four
reasons why it’s important to stick
with what the doctor orders.

flare up again if they stop taking it,”
says De Angelis. If you’re thinking
about stopping your medication, talk
first with your pharmacist or doctor.
FEWER NEGATIVE OUTCOMES

SILENT SYMPTOMS Feeling well

doesn’t necessarily mean being
well. “High blood pressure and high
cholesterol don’t have noticeable
symptoms or make a person feel
sick,” says Brenna De Angelis, a
pharmacist who cautions against
skipping pills. “Even though a
person may feel well without their
medication, it’s very important to
follow the prescription as directed to
prevent the condition worsening.”
THE PILLS WORK ONLY IF YOU
KEEP TAKING THEM People often

stop taking their medications when
their symptoms subside and they
start to feel better. “Some conditions
such as irritable bowel syndrome
(IBS) or gout that clear up while a
patient takes their medication may

If you don’t follow your prescription,
symptoms can drag on. “Taking
medications as prescribed helps
people achieve the health-related
goals they’ve set with their doctor,”
says De Angelis. “Not taking
medications has been shown to be
the cause of 30 to 50% of treatment
failures in the United States [alone].”
FEWER HOSPITAL VISITS “Five to
six per cent of all hospitalisations
are linked to not taking medications
as prescribed,” says De Angelis.
“Medications help to control chronic
conditions from getting worse, as
well as to prevent future healthrelated complications. And for some
conditions these complications can
be life threatening, for example, a
heart attack or a stroke.”

June•2015
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Four good ways to cultivate healthy eating

Habits for Eating Well
FIRE UP YOUR FRUIT “Using fruit
in different ways can help to train
your taste buds to crave natural
sweetness,” says Vanessa Perrone,
a registered dietitian. This is a very
good thing, since we all need to
cut back on our sugar intake. For
a healthy dessert, place pineapple
rings, grapefruit and orange halves
face down on the barbecue and heat
for several minutes until grill marks
appear, or grill them in the oven until
the surface begins to caramelise.
Serve warm with a sprinkle of
cinnamon for dessert, or chop,
refrigerate and enjoy for breakfast.
SIT DOWN FOR DINNER These days
increasing numbers of people no
longer have a sit-down evening meal.
About 59% of young women eat on
the run, according to one study in
the Journal of the American Dietetic
Association. Researchers says on-
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the-go eaters consume more total
fat, as well as more soft drinks and
fast food. Sitting down allows you to
make more mindful choices. You’re
also more likely to eat slowly, chewing
properly and acknowledging each
bite, resulting in improved digestion.
GO CRAZY FOR KEBABS Shish
kebabs are a fun way to make familiar
meals interesting and an easy way
to get kids excited about preparing
(and eating!) dinner. Lightly marinate
cubed chicken or beef and diced, firm
vegies, like red capsicum, mushrooms
and zucchini, then skewer and grill
for about 10-15 minutes until cooked.
BE THE FIRST TO ORDER Research

shows that when we sit down to
dinner in a restaurant, we tend to
mimic what our dining companions
are ordering. Take control by scoping
out the menu online ahead of time.

It’s taken over the
grocery aisles, but…

Just How
Super is Kale?
Kale has been around since Roman
times but its recent popularity is
nothing short of amazing, with
worldwide sales skyrocketing in the
last three years. Why the obsession?
We now know that kale is packed
with antioxidants and important
minerals – it really is a superfood.

PHOTOS: THIN KSTOC K

WHAT IS KALE? A member of the

cabbage family, along with broccoli,
cauliflower and Brussels sprouts,
kale is a dark green vegetable that
comes in a range of varieties – curly,
flat, or even with a blue-ish tinge.
One cup of kale has just 140kJ but
it’s packed with a range of important
nutrients including nearly 2.2g of
protein, 1.3g of fibre, vitamins A, C
and K, folate, alpha-linolenic acid
(an omega-3 fatty acid), and the
nutrients lutein and zeaxanthin
which protect your eyes. Oh, it’s also
got minerals including phosphorus,
potassium, calcium and zinc.
IS IT POSSIBLE TO HAVE TOO
MUCH? There have been some

reports that people with thyroid

conditions should stay clear of
too much kale. Eaten in very
high quantities, it can lead to
hypothyroidism (underactive
thyroid). But for most of us, the
nutritional benefits mean it’s a great
food to include in your daily diet.
SO WHAT DO I DO WITH IT? Kale is
available in most supermarkets and
greengrocers. Look for dark, crisp
leaves and discard the tough stalks
before you cook it. There are endless
recipes to choose from – sauté it,
add it to salads, or whizz it into a
smoothie. It’s also highly popular as
kale chips – toss the leaves with oil
and salt then bake in a single layer at
175°C for about ten minutes, turning
halfway through.
June•2015
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Cats Really Do Love Boxes
We all know that cats love boxes.
But why? This riveting question led
a team of behavioural biologists and
veterinarians at the Utrecht University
in the Netherlands to explore just
what it is about boxes that has such a
hold on our feline friends.
The team randomly divided a
sample of 19 domestic cats from a
Dutch animal shelter into two groups.
One lucky group was provided with
boxes, while the other, not-so-lucky
group went without. Over a fortnight,
the cats had their behaviour and
stress assessed using the Kessler and
Turner Cat-Stress-Score (CSS – see
below for a basic version).
The cats with boxes got used to
their new surroundings faster, had

lower CSS scores early on, and were
more interested in interacting with
humans, although the other group
eventually also became comfortable
with their new setting.
The study noted that the cats used
the boxes to hide in and that this is
a behavioural strategy used among
cats to overcome environmental
change. Other reasons cats like boxes
could be that they offer a warm,
insulated comfort zone to nap in as
well as concealment from which to
launch sneak attacks. So rather than
expensive cat toys, perhaps keeping a
few old cardboard boxes
might be just what
your kitty
needs.

THE CAT STRESS SCORE
1 Fully relaxed: probably asleep.
2 Weakly relaxed: may be playing.
3 Weakly tense: tail may be twitching,
whiskers forward, may be actively exploring.
4 Very tense: tail close to body, eyes widely open
or scrunched, may be plaintively meowing.
5 Fearful, stiff: ears partially flattened, tail close
to the body.
6 Very fearful: breathing fast, eyes fully
open, may be growling.
7 Terrorised: crouched, shaking, ears
fully flattened back on head.
24
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The camera on your
phone is useful for
so much more than
taking selfies

Just Snap It
For the Record
n In a car park, take a photo of your
bay or signs that show which area/
level/colour you parked in.
n To record serial codes on new

gadgets or appliances: photograph
them before you install.

n Replacing parts

online and not sure
what to order? Send the
company a photo – for example,
of a broken cooktop knob – it’ll help
them find the best replacement.
n Need to touch-up a wall with the

n If you see a plant you like while out

and about, take a picture to show the
staff at your local nursery.

same colour paint you used last time?
If you have the paint can, photograph
the colour mixture on the side. It’ll
ensure you get the right shade.

PHOTOS: THIN KSTOC K

n Photograph the ingredient list in a

new recipe so it’s easy to check when
you are shopping. And if you read
a great one in the doctor’s waiting
room, don’t tear it out, take a pic

n Record the cable connections on

n Need help with your DIY project?

n And, it almost goes without saying,

Take a pic of the problem to avoid “a
thingy for the whatsit” explanations at
the store.

if you ever need to copy something
down but forgot your pencil, don’t
worry – just snap it!

your computer before removing
them. Then you won’t have problems
plugging the cables back in again.
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Your Suitcase
Personality

CARRY-ON CONNOISSEUR Checked

bags (and their fees) are for the birds
– that’s the carry-on connoisseur’s
mantra. For this breed, it’s all about
planning ahead. Organised, always
practical, and very minimalist, they
make the most of a small amount of
mix-and-match, versatile clothing.

HACKER PACKER This savvy

traveller seeks out and uses every
trick in the book: plastic wrap over
bottles so they won’t leak, socks
and underwear stuffed inside shoes,
necklaces strung through straws to
avoid tangles.
11TH-HOUR PACKER No organised
piles or itemised lists here. This
packer is a whirlwind, running
around at, well, the 11th hour,
throwing almost anything and
everything into a suitcase. The end
result could be wonderful or utterly
disastrous.
From cheapflights.com

INTELLIGENT LUGGAGE

Gone are the days when suitcases just stored your belongings. At
the CES Innovation awards in January 2015, Delsey showcased a
new range of smart cases called Pluggage. Apart from being able
to store your clothes, the cases have an inbuilt phone charger,
fingerprint ID security system, auto-weight feature and an app
that sends you a notification when your luggage is on the plane.
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OVER-PACKER This packer’s mind
is full of what-ifs: what if I go
horseriding? What if we go out to
fancy dinners eight nights in a row?
What if I need a raincoat? Overpackers want options. Even when
they think they’ve weeded out every
last unnecessary item, they still have
to sit on their bag to zip it up.

Run Away on
a Runcation
A runcation combines travel with
running. These fitness holidays are
built around an official event such
as a marathon, triathlon or fun run.
From the Great Wall of China to the
Golden Gate Bridge in San Francisco
or even the beaches of Jamaica –
after researching your options online
or with a travel agent, you could
transform almost any vacation into
an opportunity to compete.
WHERE AND HOW? Runcations
have emerged as an alternative to the
traditional spa or poolside holiday.
While you could always participate
in a local marathon, travelling
overseas for a race turns the event
into even more of an experience.
You don’t have to be an Olympic
athlete to join in either. Events such
Bermuda Marathon Weekend with
its mile and 10K races and Australia’s
Great Ocean Road Marathon, which
also includes a 1.5km kids’ run,
two fun runs and a half-marathon,
encourage tourists of all fitness levels
to have a go.
If you’re really up for a challenge,
running the mountains of the
Scottish Highlands has become
very popular. Hill runs, trail runs,

Last one
over the
line has
to pay
for
dinner

triathlons and duathlons are all
available and you can complete your
snowy trek alone or with a group.
These extreme runcations can also
be customised for those who like to
experience the landscape via their
own unique route.
HOW TO PREPARE Runcations
involve a little more preparation than
renewing your passport and packing
enough spare socks.
n Do your research: before you
jump on a plane, learn as much as
possible about the course, and train
accordingly.
n Packing: make a thorough
checklist all the items you’ll need. If
possible, carry or wear your running
shoes on the plane, as they’re the last
things you want to lose.
n Avoid jetlag: If possible, try to
schedule your arrival a few days
before a race. That way you’ll have
time to get some rest and familiarise
yourself with your new surroundings.
June•2015
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Customs vary. Here’s how
to be the perfect guest

BY JAC K I E M I D D L E TO N

RUSSIA Avoid giving yellow flowers as
these signify deceit or a relationship
break-up. And skip red carnations,
too. Traditionally, red carnations are
placed on the graves of the dead, or
are offered to surviving war veterans.
EGYPT Skip the salt when tucking into
a meal in Egypt. It’s insulting to your
host to sprinkle salt on your food. If
you have to season your plate, it
means that you find the meal’s taste
repulsive.

CHINA Don’t expect a thank you card

for clocks, handkerchiefs, straw
sandals and flowers as are all
associated with death and funerals.
Deemed inappropriate, you’ll risk
damaging the relationship if you
present these gifts – for any occasion.
NORWAY Always use a knife and fork
as table manners are extremely
important. Most meals – including
sandwiches – are eaten using utensils.

VENEZUELA Here’s one place where

THE NETHERLANDS When selecting
a present for someone in the
Netherlands, don’t purchase kitchen
knives or scissors. Giving sharp
objects as gifts is considered unlucky.

being early or on time is viewed as
being rude. In Venezuela if you are
invited over to someone’s home for a
meal, it’s recommended that you
arrive 10 to 15 minutes later than the
requested time. Early or on time
guests are viewed as being too eager,
even greedy.

JAPAN It’s considered ill-mannered
to point, play with, or stab food with
chopsticks. Also use the opposite
end of your chopsticks to secure food
from a shared plate. Using the end
that touches your mouth is extremely
offensive, not to mention unhygienic.
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International
Etiquette for
Visitors

SHARE THE STORY

Animal Tales

ILLUSTRATION: BEN SANDERS

CONNECT ON SOCIAL MEDIA

Every issue the Smart Animals pages are filled
with great stories about clever, amazing and totally
adorable pets. If you live with or have met a Smart
Animal, why not share your anecdote, photo or video
with the RD community, using the links below:

Asia: READERSDIGESTASIA

@rdasia

Australia: READERSDIGESTAUSTRALIA

@readersdigestAU

NZ: READERSDIGESTNEWZEALAND

@readersdigestNZ

South Africa: READERSDIGESTSOUTHAFRICA

@readersdigestZA

If you wake in the night seeing falling
playing cards or a woman floating in
mid-air, you might just be having a
nightmare – or it could be a sign of
something a doctor should check out
BY S USA N N A H H I C K L I NG

Have You
Got These

Weird
Symptoms?
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Strange Visions
When people are “seeing things”, it’s
often Mother Nature pulling a cruel
trick on them because they’re losing
their sight. Doris Lines was 79 when she
started going blind as a result of macular degeneration, the commonest cause
of blindness in older people. A couple
of years later, she’d wake in the night
seeing flashes that looked like playing cards falling, a beautifully dressed
woman floating in mid-air, men’s disembodied faces and even someone sitting on her bed.
“I went to the doctor and he said,
‘We’d better get you tested for dementia,’” she recalled.
But that wasn’t the problem. Doris
had Charles Bonnet syndrome, which
affects an estimated 10-40% of people
with impaired vision, though sufferers
are often loath to report it. Almost all
affected patients have serious eye diseases, including diabetic retinopathy,
macular degeneration and cataracts.
“The hallucinations are the normal
response of the brain to the loss of
input from the eyes,” explains Dominic
Ffytche, senior clinical lecturer at the
Institute of Psychiatry at King’s College
Hospital, London.
The visual hallucinations usually fade
over time, but drug treatments are available. And there’s certainly no reason to
suffer in silence – many people do not
consult their doctor out of fear and embarrassment, as hallucinations are often
associated with mental illness.
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Getting Thick-skinned
A hardening of the palms can, in rare
cases, give a clue to ovarian cancer,
several studies have found. “We’re not
sure if it’s due to toxins coming from
the tumour or the body’s immune
system reacting against it,” says retired
GP Dr Anne Stirling.
But doctors know that this lumpiness – palmar fasciitis – occurs when
the tumour is quite advanced and
subsides when the tumour is treated.
It can also occur with prostate, lung,
breast and other cancers, along with
non-malignant conditions such as
a rare form of psoriasis. But ovarian

Discomfort in your
jaw when you exert
yourself or get upset
is also a sign of angina,
or could even signal
a heart attack
cancer’s other symptoms, such as
pelvic pain, are often too vague to
detect the disease until it’s too late –
one 2004 study by the Mayo Clinic in
the US showed that a diagnosis was
made an average of nine months after
the women concerned had spotted
thickening on their palms.

You’ve got dental pain, so you need to
see a dentist, right? Not necessarily.
Discomfort in your jaw when you exert
yourself – or get a bit upset or excited –
is also a sign of angina, where the
heart muscle struggles to get enough
blood as a result of hardened, narrowed arteries. It could even signal
a heart attack, especially if your
toothache doesn’t subside when
you rest.
“I woke up out of a dead sleep at
4am with severe jaw pain,” posted
one 49-year-old woman on US
health website minniepauz.
com. When it repeatedly
32
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Toothache When You’re
Walking

READER’S DIGEST

disturbed her sleep and was later
joined by numbness in her right arm
and light pressure in her chest, her
partner drove her to hospital, where
doctors confirmed she was having
a heart attack. “I never felt any pain
other than in the jaw,” she stresses.
“The heart doesn’t have regular
pain fibres,” explains Dr Clare Craig,
managing director of online GP
service thanksdoctor.co.uk. “The brain
interprets the messages from the heart
nerves as having come from the other
pain fibres that enter the spinal cord
at that point, so it feels like the pain
comes from the arm, shoulder, neck,
upper abdomen or face.”

Mysterious Suntan
“I was very nearly black,” says Deana
Kenward from Guildford, UK, recalling a four-month period when her
skin kept getting darker. “I could have
passed for Tina Turner.”
Too much time in the
sun? Unlikely. What’s
more, her gums, lips,
nails and the creases
in the palms of her
hands had also
started to darken.
But Deana was
rather keen on her unexplained tan and didn’t
think to mention it when
she went to her local surgery
several times to complain about feeling tired and sick. Her GPs simply
put her fatigue down to having two

young children and working nights in
a supermarket.
It was only when her four-yearold son Daniel couldn’t wake her
one morning that a hospital doctor
realised Deana’s dark skin was an
indicator of something serious. “If she
doesn’t respond to steroid treatment,
she won’t last another day,” he told
her husband Roger.
Deana, the doctor concluded, had
Addison’s disease. This rare disorder of the adrenal glands disrupts
their production of cortisol and other
hormones that are vital for regulating blood pressure – and Deana’s was
dangerously low.
Luckily, she pulled through and
her colour returned to normal, but
she has needed steroids to keep her
alive since. “My very dark skin saved
my life,” she says.
Addison’s makes people looked
tanned in about 70% of
cases because the body
compensates for the
loss of cortisol by
producing adrenocorticotropic
hormone, which
happens to stimulate the adrenal
gland and pigment
cells in the skin.

Dark Eyebrows
With Grey Hair
A small but pleasingly eccentric
2005 study by Dr Uwe Wollina from
June•2015
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Wrinkly Ears
Another sign of a dicky heart is, oddly,
having diagonal creases in your earlobes, according to some researchers.
“Older people are more likely to
have earlobe creases and they’re
more likely to have heart disease, so
the association may not be stronger
than that,” points out Craig. But if
you’ve got furrowed earlobes, don’t
dismiss it – have your blood pressure
and cholesterol checked, particularly
if you’re over 50.

Chewing Ice
A lump of the cold stuff
is very nice in a Coke.
But several studies have
suggested that if you
enjoy munching ice
regularly, you could be
iron-deficient.
No- one real ly understands why this is
the case, though it may
34
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be that it eases inflammation in the
mouth caused by anaemia and the
resulting lack of oxygen being transported by the blood.
Ice is one of the most common
cravings among mums-to-be, who
often suffer from iron deficiency. But
pagophagia, to give this odd habit its
proper name, can be extreme. A 2009
study by the Kawasaki Medical School
in Kurashiki, Japan, highlighted the
case of one 37-year-old woman with
anaemia who chomped on 30 or more
ice cubes a day for 20 years.

Lumps on Your Heels
You may think they’re just a mildly
annoying hindrance to wearing strappy
sandals. But fat deposits on your
Achilles tendons are also symptoms
of familial hypercholesterolaemia, a
genetic condition – affecting approximately 13 million people worldwide
– where cholesterol levels may be
12mmol/l or more from birth. Doctors
recommend a level of 5mmol/l or less.
Many sufferers go undiagnosed
– young people don’t tend to
have their cholesterol levels
tested – and die of cardiovascular disease in their
50s, 40s or even younger. But
if you have a lump and are
found to have the condition,
treatment is available.
“I once had a patient in
her thirties with familial
hypercholesterolaemia,” says
Stirling, who in her 30-year

PHOTOS; GETTY IMAGES

Dresden, Germany, came up with
the eyebrow-raising finding that men
with greying hair and dark eyebrows
were four times more likely to have
type 2 diabetes than those whose
above-eye hair was grey. Wollina
has no concrete explanation for the
finding, but it may simply be that
there’s some coincidental genetic
link between the two conditions.
It’s certainly worth bearing in mind
for anyone with a family history of
diabetes.
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medical career has had to interpret
all manner of weird symptoms. “But
putting her on statins brought her
right back to normal.”

Taking Tiny Steps
Frequent lapses in memory are not
always the first signs of Alzheimer’s
disease. Several recent studies suggest
that walking more slowly and carefully
could be an early sign of dementia.
The exact reasons are unclear. But,
says Stirling, “Walking is a complex
activity that requires quite a lot of
areas of the brain for coordination.” So
it follows that if parts of the brain are
deteriorating, putting one foot in front
of the other might get that bit harder.
Unsteady walking is also a symptom of vascular dementia, which is
caused by blood-supply problems to
the brain, but it tends to occur when
people already have other symptoms,
such as poor memory or communication. People who develop Alzheimer’s, however, seem to have walking
issues years before displaying other
problems.
“It may be something we need to
look at more as a way of diagnosing
people sooner,” says Jessica Smith,
research officer at the UK Alzheimer’s Society. Not only might this
mea n t hat people receive a nt idementia medication earlier, it could
also help further research into the
d isease, wh ich is t houg ht to be
caused by amyloid proteins building
up in the brain.
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COMPETITION

STORY

BEST OF THE REST

T

he challenge we set our readers

across Australia, New Zealand, South
Africa and Asia was met head-on by over
2700 budding writers. With just 100 words

at their disposal, these wordsmiths crafted fast fiction that
enthralled and delighted the judges. This month, we feature
the winners and runners-up from outside your region. Enjoy!
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WINNER

The blue dress fluttered tastefully. Pride decorated the village head’s
face. A hundred pairs of bedazzled eyes watched. Someone opined it
was black magic; another queried who is holding it? The women of the
household received special attention. Kids imitated the object’s motion.
Word went out to the neighbouring villages. Lemonade and candy floss
vendors cashed in on the crowd that came to witness the spectacle. The
priest was called to perform special rituals. Staring at the portrait of my
grandfather dating back to circa 1900, I can hardly imagine the pride of
owning a ceiling fan in then India.
S OW M YA R A M K U M A R , S i n g a p o r e

RUNNER-UP

His face contorted in anguish as her
life reduced to nothing but a flicker of
light, fading before his eyes. He
couldn’t lose her, not now. Panicstricken, he raced to their bedroom
and grabbed her branded bag,
frantically searching for the device
that would save her life. His heart
raced, his fingers clumsily fumbling
through its depths. Nothing. Furious,
he flung the bag across the room,
where it landed with a resounding
thud. His eyes followed the sound
and, miraculously, glimpsed
the elusive gadget on the opposite
wall. Relieved, he grabbed the black
charger and plugged it into his
phone.
TA R A S H A L E E N K AU R B H U L L A R ,

S e l a n g o r, M a l a y s i a
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WINNER

Elizabeth circled the death notice in red.
Genevieve Menzies had died.
Peace lay in the heart of Elizabeth’s memory. It was an intrusive torrid
love, which made forty years of forgiveness Elizabeth’s crown of thorns.
The love affair between her husband Kenneth and Genevieve had
closure.
Placing the newspaper on the table, Elizabeth then cleared breakfast
dishes to the kitchen thinking Kenneth may need solitude.
Kenneth opened the newspaper to the editorial briefly reading
headlines. He then perused the family notices column. “Elizabeth” he
called quietly. “You have circled this death notice in red. Was the woman
someone you knew?”
AN N G IBSON , Ha m i l t o n , N e w Z e a l a n d

N E IL ARMSTRONG , D u n e d i n , N e w Z e a l a n d
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RUNNER-UP

I suppose we won’t be requiring them
tonight, but dare I say they would have
been handy after all. It was a dark clear
night with only the stars above to see by
and a smooth sea. He could feel the huge
powerful engines throbbing below,
propelling flat out at 22 knots.
The lookout Fred Fleet thought of his
mother who had abandoned him, and
wondered whether she would believe he
was now working on this huge magnificent
ship called the Titanic.
Why did Officer David Blair take the keys
to the binocular cabinet with him when he
transferred ship?

READER’S DIGEST

WINNER

Margaret liked everything just so. And when
she found out she was expecting, she joyfully
scrubbed everything with renewed zeal. But,
the baby arrived, with soiled nappies and
milky possets. It was all too much, even for
Margaret. She grew pale, thin and grim-faced.
Until, one Tuesday afternoon she hit on the
idea of cling-wrap. So easy to wipe clean...
She cling-wrapped chairs, tables, cushions,
toys and beds until she was interrupted by the
baby’s crying. She probably wanted changing,
thought Margaret. So she cling-wrapped the
baby and sat down with her feet up.
The quiet was such a relief.
C AT H E R I N E I R E L A N D,

Johannesburg , South Af rica

RUNNER-UP

Jane got married on Saturday.
Fortunately, the weather held.
Unfortunately, the seam of her dress didn’t.
Fortunately, her mum’s pins held it up.
Unfortunately, her tipsy father’s pins let him
down.
Fortunately, Uncle James stepped in and
finished Dad’s speech for him seamlessly.
Unfortunately, he tended to embroider the truth
a bit.
Fortunately, no-one was taken in by these
alterations.
Unfortunately the nervous groom, who thought
he had it all sewn up, completely unravelled when
his turn came.
Fortunately the bride, recognising a familiar
pattern, overlocked his shortcomings as she
lovingly rearranged his buttonhole – which had us
all in stitches.
BARBAR A-AN N MOORE ,
C a p e To w n , S o u t h A f r i c a
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Laughter
THE BEST MEDICINE

“Guess which one I made with a 3-D printer.”

A group of guys are in the changing
room when a phone rings. One of
them picks it up.
Man: “Hello?”
Woman: “Honey, it’s me. Are you at
the club?”
Man: “Yes.”
Woman: “Well, I have news. The
house we wanted is back on the
market. They’re asking $950,000.”
Man: “Well then, go ahead
and make an offer, but make
it $1.2 million so we’ll be
sure to get it.”
Woman: “OK. I’ll see you
40
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later. Love you!”
Man: “Bye. Love you too.”
The man hangs up. Then he asks,
“Anyone know whose phone this is?”
SUBMITTED BY DENISE STEWART

GUESS WHO’S COMING TO
DINNER?

Interviewing a university applicant,
the admissions officer asks, “If you
could invite anyone to a dinner
party, living or dead, who
would it be?”
The student thinks it over,
then answers: “The living
one.”
Seen on the internet

CARTOON; P HIL WHITE

CAUTIONARY TALE

This summer I’m
going to go to
the beach and
bury metal
objects that say
“get a life” on them.
COMEDIAN DEMETRI MARTIN

CUNNING

I have six locks on my door and bolt
every other one. I figure no matter
how long somebody stands there
picking the locks, they’re always
locking three.

did it! He’s not singing
nearly as much. Did you
cure his delusion?”
“No,” says the
psychiatrist. “I just gave
him a smaller part.”
SUBMITTED BY MARY LODGE

THE EYES HAVE IT

Scene: A national spelling bee.
Judge: “Your word is ‘spider’.”
Kid: “Can you use it in a sentence?”
Judge: “A spider has eight eyes.”
Kid (smiling): “Spider. S-P-I-I-I-I-I-I-II-D-E-R.”
GROWLY GREGO, ON TWITTER

COMEDIAN ELAYNE BOOSLER

SILVER LINING

Dr Smith asks his patient, “Which do
you want first, the good news or the
bad news?”
The patient replies, “Give me the
good news.”
Dr Smith says, “You’re about to
have a disease named after you.”
SUBMITTED BY TYLER KING

ALL THE WORLD’S A STAGE

A psychiatrist gets a frantic call.
“You’ve got to help me, doctor,”
a woman says. “My husband thinks
he’s a big opera star. He sings every
night at the top of his lungs! Aida!
Rigoletto! La Traviata!”
“Send him to me,” the shrink says.
“I’ll see what I can do.”
A week later, the woman calls
again. “Doc, I don’t know how you

I have CDO. It’s like
OCD but with the
letters in alphabetical
order, like they’re
supposed to be.
SUBMITTED BY HANAN RAHMAN

OLDIE BUT A GOODIE

“If I were to die first, would you
remarry?” the wife asks.
“Well,” says the husband, “I’m in
good health, so why not?”
“Would she live in my house?”
“It’s all paid up, so yes.”
“Would she drive my car?”
“It’s new, so yes.”
“Would she use my golf clubs?”
“No. She’s left-handed.”
SUBMITTED BY HAROLD HESS
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EVERYDAY HEROES

With fearless determination, Joe Welch
warded off a dangerous reptile

Man
Punches
Alligator,
Saves Son
BY M E ERA JAGANNATH AN

ON AN OVERCAST day in 2013, Joe
Welch, a commercial photographer,
and his son, Joey, were polishing off
sandwiches at a wildlife refuge in
Florida’s Everglades. Joey, who was
six at the time, had the day off from
school, and Joe, 50, planned for the
42
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two of them to spend the day canoeing
in the huge swamp, a 45-minute drive
from their Pompano Beach home. Joe
had never before ventured into the
muddy waters, which were famous for
alligators. He had researched what to
do if they encountered one – just in
PHOTOGRAPHED BY JEFFERY SALTER

“The gator could
have crushed my
son’s arm,” says
Joe Welch, with
Joey, now seven
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M A N P U N C H E S A L L I G A T O R , S AV E S S O N

case. (Bang a paddle against the boat head, the other man kicked its belly.
After three or four kicks, the alligator
to scare them off, he’d read.)
Welch slathered his son with sun- released its grip on Joey and slithered
screen and turned to scan the canoe back into the water. Joe picked up his
rental waiver at the concession stand son and found that he’d suffered only
counter, less than 6m from the water’s a few cuts and scrapes from his shouledge. Seconds later, he heard a splash der blade to his wrist – surprisingly
there were no puncture
and a scream.
wounds. Joe thanked
Joey had slipped on
the stranger and sped
snake-grass at the edge
Joe struck the home. D octors at a
of the water and fallen
in face-first. When Joe alligator’s snout nearby hospital determined that Joey was OK,
whipped around, he
as hard as he
though Joe had mildly
saw his son’s right arm
could. But it
sprained his hand.
in the jaws of an alligawas like
Meanwhile, the
tor he estimated to be
punching
at least 2.4m long and
alligator was captured
close to 90kg.
in the swamp and killed,
bricks
Time seemed to stop
in accordance with Floras Joe ran towards his
ida Fish & Wildlife Conson and into the water, which was servation Commission regulations.
almost a metre deep. As Joey thrashed
Joe has tried to locate the Good
and screamed, Joe wrapped his left Samaritan who helped save his son,
arm across the boy’s chest and began but he has learned through enquirpulling him back towards the bank. ies at the wildlife refuge and the US
With his right hand, Joe struck the Fish and Wildlife Service only that
alligator’s snout as hard as he could. the man was a kickboxer from Spain
But it was like punching bricks. “It who had been in the country visiting
family. “He’s like an angel,” Joe says.
didn’t even flinch,” he says.
His son’s resilience has amazed
A young man in line at the concession stand ran over, screaming at Joe. A week after the accident, the
Joe to pull his son out of the water. child went with his class on a field
But Joe feared what would happen to trip to a wildlife sanctuary. His
Joey’s arm if he pulled too hard. “I teacher, who watched him closely at
didn’t want to get in a tug-of-war with the alligator exhibit, told Joe his son
an alligator,” he says. He guided Joey acted like any other little boy.
“Because of my dad, I feel less and
up the embankment, dragging the
less afraid of alligators,” says Joey.
gator along with him.
While Joe dealt blows to the beast’s “He’s like my bodyguard.”
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READER’S DIGEST

She Lifted a Car Off Her Dad
BY A LYSSA J U N G

PHOTO: COURTESY LAUREN KORNAC KI

N E A R LY T W O Y E A R S A G O ,

Lauren Kornacki, a recent college
graduate, walked outside her family’s
home in Glen Allen, Virginia, USA, to
ask her dad if she could borrow his
car. As she rounded the corner from
the front yard into the garage, Lauren, then 23, saw her father, Alec,
lying unconscious, pinned on his
back beneath the 1995 BMW. The
car had fallen off the jack while he
was changing the brake pads on the
right rear tyre.
Lauren yelled inside to her
mother to call emergency services, then ran to the car. “I
thought, I’m going to lose my
dad,” she says. Unsure of what to
do, she spontaneously stuck both
hands under the wheel hub
where Alec had removed the tyre
and pulled up with all her strength. To
her surprise, she lifted the car. Then
she held it up with one arm and, with
the other, pulled her father out from
under the car by his pants leg.
Alec wasn’t breathing, so Lauren, a
lifeguard certified in CPR, began
per for ming chest compressions.
Within seconds, Alec took a breath
and opened his eyes.
“Stay with me,” Lauren whispered
as they waited for the ambulance.
“Just keep breathing.”

“My dad means
everything to me,” says
Lauren Kornacki

Doctors treated Alec for five fractured ribs, a fractured sternum, and
fractured vertebrae, but he was able to
return to his job as an IT professional
two months later.
Lauren, now a computer engineer,
says she didn’t stop to think. “Everyone has a basic instinct to help the
ones they love,” she says.
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Here’s what three professionals who’ve
seen many people through their final
moments want all of us to know
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It’s the moment that will come to all of us, but our society
generally avoids thinking about death. Those who spend
their careers with the dying say that a little preparation is all
that’s needed for a good end of life.

THE

PALLIATIVE
CARE NURSE
PRACTITIONER
NIKKI JOHNSTON

h

PEOPLE DIE AS THEY LIVE
– some are angry, others are
spiritual. Whoever you are,
you don’t change when you are dying.
Palliative care is not just about dying
– it’s also about living. It’s about making
the last days and weeks as good as possible. Death is something we just don’t
talk about in our society – it’s hidden so
people have a very individual response.
Sometimes death is very sudden. But
the majority of times, people are elderly
or have a disease and so become tired
and sleep a lot. They start sleeping
more than they are awake. Next the
eating goes and generally their thirst
disappears, too. They become inactive,
in bed, not walking or moving.
48
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Once they become unconscious,
their breathing patterns change – it’s
called “Cheyne-Stokes breathing”.
There are gaps in breathing and then
they take big breaths to catch up. It can
be quite scary to watch if there is a big
gap. You think they have died, and then
they take a big gasp, but it’s a natural
process. Unconscious Cheyne–Stokes
breathing can last a few hours or last
anywhere up to two weeks.
Sometimes people wake up for a
short time just prior to death. I see
lovely things happen during that brief
window; they will say “I love you, it’s
OK that I’m going”. I have also seen
many people have visions of people
come to collect them. I believe they’re
communicating with something beyond what we can understand.
Sometimes families are by the bedside for many hours and leave to have
a drink and their relative dies. Other
times people seem to wait until someone arrives. I wonder if there is some
control over this? It happens when it
happens and that’s OK.
There is a sense of knowing when
a spirit leaves the person. There is
life and breathing and then they stop
breathing and the person is gone. All
that is left is the body. Often they look

READER’S DIGEST

so calm. If someone has been really
sick and struggling, once they die they
look younger and they look peaceful.
Relief from pain and suffering is
definitely important, and so is emotional support. I have seen people die
who didn’t have relief and it’s not nice.
When someone who is dying has relief
from their suffering, sometimes their
past will come up – did they get it right,
have they got regrets, are there people
they would like to say sorry to or reconnect with? These are really important to
feeling they are ready to die.
Some people want death to come
and it doesn’t come fast enough. Waiting to die can be one of the most difficult things for the person and their
loved ones. As a health professional,
continuing to turn up and supporting
everyone involved shouldn’t be underestimated. Letting them know that
there are options is important, too, like
not taking antibiotics for pneumonia.
There is a lot of money poured into
keeping people alive, but at the end
of life we are trying to treat death as a
normal process and quality of life must
come into it. I don’t think it’s necessarily understood well. There is not just
one way of doing it.
Some people get a lot of strength
from knowing what’s going to happen
after they die. If they believe they will
go to heaven or a higher place, they get
comfort from that. Religion or spiritual
beliefs can definitely give them strength
and reduce fear. But that’s not true for
everyone – sometimes people draw on

other strengths.
Death is a leveller, it will happen to
every one of us. It’s such a
privilege to do this work. It’s
so honest.

THE

ICU

SPECIALIST
DR BILL SILVESTER

h

DYING IS NOT a medical failure, it’s part of living.
Sometimes my patients
aren’t ever going to recover and the
medical procedures we do to them
probably aren’t the sort of things they
would have wanted. But they were
too sick to say they didn’t want these
things at the end of life, so they ended
up on the medical conveyor belt and
suffering, with their families as unwitting collaborators.
What do dying patients tell us is
important to them? “Please don’t let
me suffer,” “Please don’t prolong my
dying,” “Please help me maintain control as long as possible,” “Please help
me, at the end, strengthen relationships with my family and friends,” and
“Please help me reduce the burden on
my family.”
To ensure these [are respected],
June•2015
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I think everyone should have a
conversation about their wishes
around dying. Often people who are
dying try to talk about this but they get
shut down. The family will say “Mum,
stop talking like that.” It’s just that
family members are struggling with it
themselves. It’s important that doctors,
or nurses, or their family give patients
permission to talk about it.
Most people say they would prefer
to die at home. But unless you have
made your wishes clear, when the
time comes your family will probably
call an ambulance, you’ll be taken to
the emergency department and you’ll
probably die in hospital.
The best thing is to draw up an
Advance Care Plan [“living will”]. If
you write that you don’t want to be
put on life support, you want to be
kept comfortable and allowed to die, it
avoids prolonging the process – it gives
you back control. For me, it’s nice to
know that my family understands if I
lose the ability to look after myself and
can’t communicate, I wouldn’t want to
be kept alive.
An “acceptable outcome” is different for everyone. Some people would
be happy if they were in a wheelchair
and could be pushed outside and feel
the warmth of the sun on their back.
Others say if they couldn’t walk or talk
or feed themselves, they wouldn’t want
ongoing treatment.
Because I have that information
available in a legal document, as a
doctor I can appraise the situation,
50
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evaluate the condition the patient
has come in with, look at all of our
possible treatment options and assess
the likelihood the treatment will get
the person back to this acceptable
outcome. If not, let’s stop now rather
than put them through a whole lot.
Think about your goals and values.
How does your current state of health
influence these? If you were to get
so sick you couldn’t communicate,
for example if you had a stroke or a
heart attack, who among your family
or friends would you want me to turn
to for guidance on what to do? In my
experience people immediately know
who they trust and who they would
want to be involved in the decisionmaking – usually a spouse or a child.
At the end, it helps us in hospital if we
know who to contact to get a sense of
where to draw the line.
An Advance Care Plan is a document
that’s simply a tool. The most important thing is to have the discussion between the patient, doctor and family.
Think about who you want there, what
to say, where to die – do you want to
be cared for by nursing staff or, if possible, go home and be cared for by the
community nurses and palliative care?
We need to normalise death. In
the past kids and grandkids grew up
seeing Grandma in bed and then she
died. But now we have medicalised
death. I have seen numerous cases
where people have been very frightened about dying, but after they put in
writing what they do and don’t want

READER’S DIGEST

and chose someone to act on their
behalf, they found that they could
concentrate on living out the rest of
their lives as well as possible.
It’s important for people to communicate with their loved ones while they
still have the ability. I had a patient who
hadn’t spoken to her son for 15 years.
She did an Advance Care Plan and on
it she wrote “Please tell my son I love
him.” We managed to get a copy to
him and he saw it and it mended their
relationship. If she hadn’t had someone
sit down with her and ask the
question, it simply wouldn’t
have happened.

THE

PASTORAL

CARER

MARY WATERFORD

h
THE BIG QUESTION when
you have death in sight is do
you embrace living or do you
prepare to die? People who ask those
questions are people who have cultivated the capacity and responsiveness
to change across their lifespan.
On diagnosis, it’s important to find
spaces where you can talk honestly
about how you feel. The people around

you might not want to talk because they
think it will upset you. Find the people
who will support you without judgement or advice. Shout it to the moon
– say what is really going on inside you,
the disappointments and frustrations.
Towards the end, people start to talk
about the parts of their life. Stories
become really important, they identify
who they are today by how they have
been shaped by their experiences. As
a pastoral carer I’m listening for the
stories that show qualities that live
on in the person today. Through their
stories you can help them realise they
have led a life of courage, or commitment to relationships.
Most people die in their relationships. That’s what matters to them.
Often people who are very distressed
eventually shape a way of understanding their hope beyond death, and that
often sits in an afterlife. For some it’s
a sense of going to God or a higher
power. Some believe they are going
to see people who have died before
them. Others believe their molecules
are going back into the universe. For
those who have lived with the belief
system that they are not going on to
something more, that’s OK, whereas
sometimes it’s the religious people
who might have a strong sense of not
being worthy who get quite distressed.
Death may bring a loss of dignity and
privacy. Your ideas of where you want
to die, the people you want around
you, may change. It’s a very fluid feeling. It’s about being kind to yourself.
June•2015
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A PERFECT ENDING
“Remembering that I’ll be dead
soon is the most important tool
I’ve ever encountered to help
me make the big choices in life,”
Apple CEO Steve Jobs noted
in a celebrated speech in 2005.
So ask yourself, “If I knew death
was coming, would I do anything
differently? And would I wait?”
Before her death from ovarian
cancer in her early 40s, actress
Gilda Radner said, “I wanted a
perfect ending. Now I’ve learnt
that some poems don’t rhyme
and some stories don’t have a
clear beginning, middle or end.
Life is about not knowing.”
The truth is, death is the last
unfathomable frontier and many
of us fear it. As a result, we often
fend off natural ageing with a
vengeance. But growing old is

As professionals, we have to be very
careful we don’t impose what we think
is a good death. I had one fellow in the
hospice who was clearly in the last few
weeks of his life. He was only in his 50s
and wanted to see his family grow up.
We could see he was coming towards
the end but he decided he wanted to go
on a particular trial drug. That meant
he had to be transported to a major
hospital and had to come off his pain
medication. It was very distressing to us
as we could have kept him comfortable.
He went through the trauma of having
the drug under trial conditions and he
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not a sin – it’s inevitable. Sadly,
older people are relegated to
the sidelines, their wealth of
experience lost. Would we have
spurned the sagacity of a great
thinker like Leonardo da Vinci, who
discovered that while he was learning
to live, he was in fact learning to die?
Or poet Jean de la Fontaine, who
concluded, “Death never takes the
wise man by surprise”?
“People living deeply have no
fear of death,” said author Anais Nin.
Take courage from these words…
and begin the conversation.

NEXT ISSUE: HOW TO SUPPORT
SOMEONE WHO IS DYING.

You can find more resources related
to this topic on our website,
see page 6.

died within 24 hours. I was standing at
the end of the bed with his wife gazing
at him after he died and she said: “You
know, he was always a risk taker. He
knew the drug probably wouldn’t do
him any good, but he hoped the doctors would learn something. This was
the death he wanted.”
The statement I’ve heard most often
is “Have I loved enough in my life?”
Having a good death is about how you
live a good life. The people I have
worked with have taught me
how to live. They’ve shown
me what truly matters.

Points to Ponder
THE MECHANICS of good apologies
aren’t difficult to understand. A bad
apology is cagey and ungenerous,
an attempt to avoid taking full
responsibility. Good apologies are
about stepping up.

ALLUSION to demonology when
discussing mental illness is more than
just sloppy cliché; it suggests that our
thinking about mental health remains
mired in a medieval outlook.
ALEXANDER NAZARYAN,

w r i t e r,

MARJORIE INGALL,

columnist,

in Newsweek

in Real Simple

REALLY SUCCESSFUL PEOPLE often

have the ability to completely flip
their mental dispositions. In many
fields, it pays to be rigid and
disciplined at first but then flexible
and playful as you get better.

THE STORIES WE LOVE are filled with
struggle, conflict and failure, yet so
often the stories we present to others
are a highlight reel of accomplishments,
perfect meals and sunny days.
BRIAN BAILEY,

online community founder,

on https://uncommon.cc

DAVID BROOKS,

op-ed columnist,

in the New York Times

PEOPLE LOOK AT RIGHTS as if
they were muscles – the more you
exercise them, the better they get.
ANTONIN SCALIA,

PHOTO: GETTY IM AGES

Supreme Court justice,

in a speech

WHAT MOST PEOPLE know but don’t
realise they know is that the world is
almost entirely solar-powered
already. If the Sun wasn’t there. we’d
be a frozen iceball at 3° Kelvin.
ELON MUSK,

inventor and entrepreneur, in a TED talk

Obsessive people tend not to be very good at
leading happy, balanced lives … But at the
same time, obsessions are responsible for so
much of human greatness … How many people
who have changed history would you
describe as “chill”?
AMY CHUA, l a w p r o f e s s o r, in WSJ Magazine
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COVER STORY

US crime shows are hits on TV;
but in real life, American forensics is
riddled with flaws and fraud

Real
The

Drama
of

CSI
BY JO RDAN M ICH AEL S M ITH
FR O M B U S I N E S S I NS I DE R

EVERY NIGHT ON TV portrayals of crime can be seen in
everything from police dramas to news programmes and
true-life crime documentaries. Blurring the lines between
fiction and reality, many crime dramas highlight the ability
of forensic evidence, such as fingerprints and DNA, to
provide evidence of innocence or guilt.
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On global hit series NCIS, actor Pauley
Perrette portrays forensic scientist Abby
Sciuto, making her one of prime time’s
most popular performers. A few years
ago, a headline declared, “Abby Sciuto
Has Inspired a Whole Generation of
Women to Dominate Forensic Science.”
The Abby character is a forensics
superstar. She achieved honours in
college; triple majored in sociology,
criminal science, and psychology;
and also studied criminal science.
She is also fluent in sign language and
is a skilled computer hacker. If she
existed, she might be the most overqualified forensic scientist in history.
Today, devotees of blood-spatter
patterns and advanced DNA analysis have no shortage of programmes
to watch. In addition to NCIS and its
spin-offs, the series CSI, Law & Order:
Special Victims Unit, Criminal Minds,
Castle and Bones regularly showcase the triumph of lab work over
the villainy of criminals. Together,
TV’s crime labs hammer home one
message: the science of forensics has
become so advanced that even the
most diabolical criminals will inevitably be brought to justice.
If only their real-life counterparts
were as effective.
Even as T V viewers see their
favourite investigators succeed every
week, a crisis is unfolding in the US’s
real crime labs, which are often held
up as world leaders in cutting-edge
science. Inadequately screened personnel, poor training, lax oversight,
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under-funding and massive backlogs:
the evidence of forensics’ sorry state
has mounted. In one outrageous example, an estimated 400,000 rape kits
have been administered but remain
untested in the US because of budgetary constraints. Some kits are so old
that even if a perpetrator is identified,
prosecution is impossible because the
period of time specified in the statute
of limitations has elapsed.
And then there’s criminal activity,
which has been the cause of many of
the recent failures in labs across the
US. In the past two years alone:
● Investigators discovered that
tampering with and theft of drug
evidence – heroin, cocaine, marijuana,
and OxyContin – was rampant in
the Delaware state crime lab from
2010 to February 2014, throwing 200
pending prosecutions and thousands
of convictions into doubt.
● A Houston, Texas, police department
inquiry revealed that a technician
altered evidence and failed to follow
proper procedures, so DNA samples in
some 185 cases, including 51 murders,
will be reanalysed.
● An analyst at a Santa Clara County,
California, lab used the wrong chemical to conduct methamphetamine
tests. The blood samples from 2500
arrestees had to be retested, and seven
false positives were found.
● A state crime lab chemist in Massachusetts, was sentenced to two-and-ahalf years in prison for stealing drug
evidence and tampering with samples

PHOTO: PREVI OUS SPREAD: GETTY IMAGES
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The faces behind two
major crime-lab failures:
Annie Dookhan in
court, January 2013;
Joseph Graves in his mug
shot, February 2014

to hide her theft.
● A damning report
found an incompetent New York technician, who mislabelled samples and
overlooked and misplaced important
DNA evidence in rape cases, was
employed by her lab for more than
nine years even though numerous superiors knew of her “myriad failures”.
But despite these disasters, the public’s faith in crime labs – due in part
to Hollywood’s heroic portrayals – is
greater than ever. Jim Fisher, a former
FBI agent and the author of Forensics
Under Fire, and others call it the “CSI
effect”. He explains that the public has
this idea about forensics from what
it sees on TV that simply does not
correspond with reality. Even when
practiced by well-trained technicians,
forensics can be an inexact science.
And in the hands of unethical or sloppy

analysts, forensics can be misused
to catastrophic effect – bad lab work
can undo criminal cases that required
months of labour by police departments and district attorneys’ offices,
place the innocent behind bars, and
spring the guilty from
prison. To understand
the havoc wreaked by
the crime-lab crisis,
here’s a look at two
of the biggest recent
scandals in the US.

DRUG EVIDENCE
FOR SALE
JOSEPH GRAVES –
Joey to his friends – was
an important man in
Florida law enforcement.
Since 2006, the well-respected Graves
had handled evidence for some 2600
cases in 35 counties in his role as a supervisor at the state crime lab in Pensacola, and his analysis and testimony
resulted in many convictions.
So colleagues of the 32-year-old
were shocked by his arrest. At the lab,
Graves was in charge of testing suspected drugs and preparing certificates
for criminal cases. But in January 2014,
detectives went there to examine 147
OxyContin pills that were being held
as evidence. They found only 47 pills –
and they were of an over-the-counter
anti-inflammatory medication.
After further discrepancies were
uncovered, Graves was arrested on
February 4, 2014, and charged with
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22 felonies, including grand theft and
drug trafficking, mostly of OxyContin
and morphine. He’d allegedly been
stealing narcotics with the intent to use
and sell. He was freed after posting bail.
In May, based on an additional examination of his work, he was rearrested
and charged with another 41 counts
of trafficking illegal drugs. (He has
pleaded not guilty.) The Florida Department of Law Enforcement (FDLE)
is now mired in an investigation of the
thousands of cases that Graves handled. Defence lawyers, arguing that
their clients’ trials were compromised
by his work, have been issuing appeals.
“Because of this breach, we have a lot
of work to do to restore the confidence
of our colleagues and of the Florida
public,” said then FDLE commissioner
Gerald Bailey at a news conference.

THE “FUKUSHIMA OF
FORENSICS”
IN MAY 2013, Donta Hood, 22, was
with friends in Brockton, Massachusetts, when he met up with Charles
Evans, 45, and two pals. Something
went awry, the groups traded words,
and Hood grabbed a gun from a
companion and fired at Evans, hitting him in the chest and killing him.
That evening, Hood was arrested and
charged with first-degree murder. (He
has pleaded not guilty.)
This was not Hood’s first offence. In
2009, he had been sentenced to five
years in prison for dealing cocaine, but
after serving a little over three, he was
58
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released. Had a lab tech named Annie
Dookhan not handled Hood’s 2009
case, he wouldn’t have been freed as
early and Evans might still be alive.
In 2003, Dookhan was hired as a
chemist in a state crime lab in Boston,
and in just a year, she was promoted
because of her remarkable productivity. Her colleagues described her as a
superwoman who could test more
than five times the number of drug
samples of a normal chemist. But she
was unmasked in June 2011, when an
evidence officer discovered that 90
samples had vanished from the lab’s
drug safe. The samples were traced to
Dookhan, and she was suspended and
resigned the following March.
Under questioning by the police, she
broke down and confessed how she’d
achieved her output. Rather than running the required tests on drugs, she
routinely identified them by eyeballing them. To cover her tracks, if any
of her samples were retested by other
labs and found not to contain what
she’d noted, she added the substance
she’d originally “identified” and sent
it back. When she did perform tests,
sometimes she’d assemble samples of
similar-looking drugs from different
cases. She’d test a few of them, and if
they came up positive, she’d label all
the samples positive.
In November 2013, Dookhan
pleaded guilty to 27 charges, including
misleading investigators, filing false
reports, and tampering with evidence,
and was sentenced to three to five

READER’S DIGEST

WHAT'S HOLDING BACK REFORM?
Given the recent outrages, one
would expect a public outcry about
the state of US crime labs, but it
hasn’t happened. One big reason:
municipalities and law-enforcement
agencies have an incentive to
maintain the status quo, since an
overhaul of the system would put
past convictions in jeopardy.
US labs have an incentive to keep
quiet, too. In many areas, they
receive money for every conviction
to which they contribute.
LACK OF OVERSIGHT
The other main factor stalling change
is that no national authority oversees
US crime labs. Depending on a
facility’s location, it could be run by
the state, a local agency, or a private
company. What’s more, no national
laws or regulations for labs exist.
The closest thing to supervision is
provided by the American Society of
Crime Laboratory Directors/
Laboratory Accreditation Board
(ASCLD/LAB), a nonprofit group
that provides accreditation to most
of the crime labs in the US. A lab
must put in significant work to meet
ASCLD/LAB standards; the process
can take a year or more and requires

years in prison. She was driven by the
very human desire “to be recognised
as a productive employee,” wrote
Superior Court judge Carol S. Ball in
her sentencing decision. “[Dookhan

an intensive on-site visit.
After being accredited, a lab
undergoes annual inspections. “We
have very strong criteria,” says
executive director John Neuner. But
many of the scandals took place in
accredited labs, revealing that the
organisation’s scrutiny has its limits.
“We can’t prevent wrongdoing by
corrupt individuals,” Neuner says.
HOPE FOR CHANGE
One effort under consideration could
transform US crime labs. In March
2014, US Senators Patrick Leahy and
John Cornyn introduced legislation
calling for the creation of an office of
forensic science, providing national
accreditation and a committee of
top scientists to determine best
practices, that would require labs to
hire people with specific credentials
in order to receive federal funds.
“This bill will allow us to improve
the efficiency of our labs and reduce
wrongful convictions,” Cornyn said.
While its bipartisan backing is
promising, passage won’t be easy.
Starting a new agency requires
millions of dollars and Congress’s
approval, both of which are scarce
commodities in Washington.

is] a tragic and broken person who has
been undone by her own ambition.”
Her actions have had huge consequences. In her nine-year career, she
tested over 40,000 samples. To date,
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more than 600 convicted felons – Dookhan told the lab when she apcalled “Dookhan defendants” by the plied – and stated in court when she
press because the evidence that led to testified as an expert witness – that she
their jailing was handled by the tech – had a master’s degree in chemistry. But
have been released or had convictions the closest she came was applying. A
erased or set aside. Of them, at least 83 coworker discovered this in 2010, but
instead of being dishave been rearrested,
ciplined, Dookhan reaccording to a Boston
Globe investigation.
AFTER YEARS OF moved the degree from
her résumé – although
Take Jamell T. Spurill.
WATCHING CSI,
soon afterwards she
He received a three-year
JURIES EXPECT
added it back on.
jail sentence for drug
Why was Dookhan
crimes but was granted
EVERY CASE
allowed to keep workearly release. When he
TO BE BACKED
ing despite being found
ended up in cuffs again
BY STRONG
out? Her speed. After
in September 2013 and
years of watching shows
police asked why, given
EVIDENCE
like CSI , juries expect
his record, he wasn’t
every allegation to be
locked up, he reportedly
said, “I just got out thanks to Annie backed by strong evidence; they are
reluctant to convict if it is lacking. ProsDookhan. I love that lady.”
“These people [released were] not ecutors tend to overwhelm labs with
first-time offenders or small-time evidence, Fisher notes, so labs end up
drug dealers,” said Boston police rushing their testing at the expense of
sergeant James Machado. “Unfor- scientific rigour and accuracy.
Dookhan’s case has been dubbed
tunately, innocent people will be
killed.” Not long after this predic- the Fukushima of forensics – after the
tion, Evans was shot by Hood. “I’m site of the 2011 Japanese nuclear meltsurprised that [a murder] hasn’t oc- down – and, like Fukushima’s, its fallcurred sooner,” Michael O’Keefe, then out continues. So far, the state has
president of the Massachusetts District spent more than $8.5 million to review
Attorneys Association, said at the time. her cases and to hold hearings. And
The Dookhan scandal might have while hundreds of the defendants that
been prevented if the lab had made a she’d once helped put away are now
call to check her résumé before hiring out on the streets, Dookhan is behind
her. It’s thought that one third of bars, serving out her sentence as Masforensic fraud is perpetrated by people sachusetts Department of Corrections
who’ve lied about their credentials. inmate F81328.
BUSINESS INSIDER (APRIL 30, 2014), © 2014 BY BUSINESS INSIDER INC., BUSINESSINSIDER.COM.
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Quotable Quotes
THE BEST WAY TO BE
MISSED WHEN YOU’RE
GONE IS TO STAND FOR
SOMETHING WHEN
YOU’RE HERE .
S E TH G O D I N , a u t h o r

Nobody looks
crazy when
they’re having
fun. A M Y P O E H L E R

F ROM TOP: ESTHER HORVATH/GETTY IM AGES. RAY TA MARRA/GETTY I MAG E S.
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS/SC IEN CE FACTI ON/GETTY I MAGES

THE DAY THE LORD CREATED
HOPE WAS PROBABLY THE
SAME DAY HE CREATED
B E R N WI LLIA M S , p h i l o s o p h e r
SPRING.

Until I feared I would
lose it, I never loved
to read. One does not
love breathing.
H A R P E R LE E , a u t h o r

If you are not yelling at your kids,
you are not spending enough
time with them.
R E E S E WITH E R S P O O N

If you really want to
do something, you’ll
find a way. If you
don’t, you’ll find an
excuse. J I M R O H N ,
motivational speaker

CHOP YOUR
OWN WOOD,
AND IT WILL
WARM YOU
TWICE. H E N RY FO R D

Problems are like the thorns on a rose stem or
even on a durian. If all you can see are the thorns
then you are missing out on the fragrance and the
VI JAY E SWA R A N , M a l a y s i a n b u s i n e s s m a n a n d a u t h o r
fruit.
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BAD HABITS

“It’s too
hot/cold”

Loop
Holes
5

Looking
for an excuse?
Gretchen Rubin
reckons, basically,
you’ve got a
choice of ten

FR O M B E T T E R TH AN BEFORE

IT’S HUMAN NATURE: we seek loopholes. Even when
we’re deeply committed to a habit, even when we
enjoy that habit, we’re often seeking possible
justifications to excuse ourselves from it … just this
once. With a little ingenuity, there’s a loophole for
every occasion.

1

“One-Coin” Loophole

When we consider our actions, it’s very clear that
any one instance of an action is almost meaningless; yet at
the same time, the sum of those actions is very meaningful.
Whether we choose to focus on the single coin or the growing
heap of coins will shape our behaviour.
n “I’m not going to wear my helmet. What are the chances I
have an accident today?”
n “What’s one beer?”
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“I’ll just buy
sweets for
the kids”

“I hurt
my foot”

“What’s
one
beer?”

5

“I’ll be

frugal next
month”
“There’s no
7

“I get
irritable”

3

point doing
it now,
because …”

1

“We
might
need it
later”

7

4

“Starting
Monday,
I’m going to
exercise”

“After all that
work, I’ve
earned it”

3

“All creative
people are
messy”

2

“I’ll do
that when
things are
calmer”
5

9

“You only
live once!”
10

9

“It would
be rude if
I didn’t”
7

“I’ve been
so good, I
deserve a day
off!”
2

“I’m
afraid of
missing
out”
10
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n “Why work on my report today,
when the deadline is so far off?”

Moral Licensing

2 Loophole

This is where we give ourselves
permission to do something “bad”
(eat potato chips, bust the budget)
because we’ve been good. We reason
that we’ve earned it or deserve it.
n “I saved so much on that, so now I
can spend on this …”
n “I’ve been losing weight steadily on
this diet, so it will be OK for me to …”
n “After all the work I’ve done, I’ve
earned a nice glass of wine.”
Sometimes we don’t even wait to
earn or deserve something bad: we
argue that we’ll be good in the future.
Cue our next evasive tactic.

Tomorrow Loophole

3

Now doesn’t matter because
we’re going to follow good habits
tomorrow. And as Little Orphan
Annie famously observed, tomorrow
is always a day away.
n “No point in tidying up because I’m
spring cleaning at the weekend.”
n “It doesn’t matter what I eat
now because the diet starts
tomorrow.”
n “I travel all the time for
work, but I’ll see more of
my children during the
summer.”
Some people even fool
themselves into thinking
that extreme indulgence

today will give them more self-control tomorrow. One reader posted on
my blog, “I even try and have a real
blowout today, to get to the point of
sickening myself, so that I will not be
tempted by the bad food behaviour
tomorrow – thus helping my tomorrow
self to be better. It doesn’t make sense,
now that I write it down.”

4

False Choice Loophole

5

Lack of Control
Loophole

This is where we pose two
activities in opposition as though they
are either/or when in fact the two
aren’t necessarily in conflict.
n “I haven’t been exercising. Too busy
writing.”
n “I can’t make the bed. I have to
arrive on time.”
n “I’m so busy, but I’ll make those
appointments once things calm down.”

We argue that circumstances force us
to break a habit, but often, we have
more control than we admit.
n “These chips have been engineered
by the food industry to be irresistible.”

“I even try and have a
real blowout today so
I won’t be tempted
tomorrow”
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“I’m going to lie on
the sofa so I can
brainstorm ideas
in comfort”
6

n “I started without realising what I

was doing.”
n “It’s too hot. It’s too cold. It’s too

n “I’m not buying this junk food for
me, I have to keep it around for others.”
n “When I try to change, I get irritable.”

8

We tell ourselves that for some reason
this circumstance doesn’t “count”. But
everything counts.
n “I’ve given up drinking. Except on
weekends when I’m out with friends.”
n “I’m sick.”
n “These are just the leftovers from my
son’s plate.”

rainy.”

6

Arranging to Fail
Loophole

It’s odd. Instead of fleeing temptations,
we often plan to succumb.
n “I’m going to lie on the sofa so I can
brainstorm ideas in comfort.”
n “My husband and I love to go on ‘allinclusive’ cruise vacations, and I can’t
resist the all-you-can-eat food.”
n “I’ll buy some scotch to have in the
house in case someone stops by.”

7

Concern for Others
Loophole

We tell ourselves we’re acting out of
consideration for friends, colleagues
or family and making generous,
unselfish decisions. Or that we need
to fit into social situations.
n “It would be rude not to eat a piece
of birthday cake.”

“This Doesn’t Count”
Loophole

9

Questionable
Assumption Loophole

Our assumptions can sound
reasonable – but are they?
n “Unless I can sweat for an hour, it’s
not worth exercising.”
n “I can’t start working until my office
is clean.”
n “All creative people are messy.”

Self-Actualisation
10 Fake
Loophole
Often a loophole is disguised as an
embrace of life or an acceptance
of self, so that the failure to pursue
it seems life a f f ir m ing – a lmost
spiritual.
n “It’s too nice a day to do this.”
n “I have to take advantage of this now
or miss out forever.”
n “I want to embrace myself as I am.”
n “You only live once.”

FROM BETTER THAN BEFORE: MASTERING THE HABIT S OF OUR EVERYDAY LIVES
© 2015 BY G RETCHEN RUBIN, PUBLISHED BY HACHETTE AUSTRALIA
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INSPIRING ANIMALS

When massive logs and
a rushing river threatened
a bridge, two tuskers did
something extraordinary

The Day the
Elephants Danced
BY V IC K I CO N STA N T I NE CRO KE
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ntranced by elephants, British citizen James Howard Williams
moved to Burma (now Myanmar) in the 1920s to be a forest
assistant at the Bombay Burmah Trading Corporation just so
he could work with the world’s largest land animals. Not long
after he started his job, Billy – as Williams was known – saw an elephant
trying to carry a heavy pile of logs cradled in his tusks and trunk. As the
bull headed up a steep hill, the timber was in danger of rolling up and over
the top of his head. Struggling, the tusker put the logs down and picked
up a bamboo stake. He positioned the bamboo in his mouth, pointing it
up like a backstop, and then grasped the logs again, secured with the stake.
Experiences like this convinced
Williams that elephants were the most
intelligent animals in the world, able
to improvise novel solutions to problems. They were always acquiring
new skills because their brains, much
like ours, were built to learn throughout their lives. “[The elephant] never
stops learning, because he is always
thinking,” he said.
One of Williams’s favourite stories
occurred sometime around the late
1920s, when he had the chance to test
the limits of the elephants’ abilities by
asking them to do something they had
never done before. It was early June,
the beginning of monsoon season in
Burma, and Williams was awaiting the
start of the rains to loosen a massive
stockpile of 2000 teak logs. They were
lined up in a dry riverbed, with the
smallest first and the largest – astounding in girth and some 12m long – to the
rear. Until the rains broke, they, like all
the teak logs in the upper Chindwin
River, were stranded.
There was one big problem, however: the dormant avalanche of wood

sat 12km upstream from an expensive
new railway bridge, which spanned
the river. When the logs came crashing
downstream, they would be headed
right for the abutments supporting
the bridge.
Williams quickly called for Poo
Ban and Poo Gyi, two tuskers that,
besides being big and strong, were
also considered lane bah these, or
what the elephant riders called “wise
old animals”. He thought it might be
possible to train them to stand in
the water before the bridge, facing
upstream, and redirect the logs away
from the piers and towards the centre
of the river. Their riders said it would
be easy.
Poo Ban and Poo Gyi were taken
down to the river, with their riders
sitting atop them and giving commands as a few test logs were floated
down. The riders shouted, “Coming
left,” or, “Coming right.” Immediately, the elephants diverted each log
as it arrived. With casual grace, the
bookended tuskers followed commands to catch each log as it headed
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towards a pier, and then, using their distracting the elephants. Poo Ban and
trunks or tusks, they nimbly shoved it Poo Gyi were ordered into the water.
to the centre. The scheme looked as if The tension had not got to them; in
it would work, but the intended bar- fact, Williams found them to be jovial.
rage of teak would probably require a They strolled out slowly, dignified and
second team to serve as relief.
magnificent – two beautiful grey tuskThe heat was suffocating, yet day ers wading in a brown river. The water
after day, distant thunder and gather- splashed up as they moved, first darking black clouds threatening their legs, then
ened but didn’t deliver
skimming their bellies.
rain. Finally, after two
Their riders, each bare
weeks, the rains began
chested with long black
The elephants
to fill the riverbed uphair pulled back in a powere like game- nytail, positioned each
stream. Williams, who
had installed field
elephant in front of an
ready goalies,
phones at the logging
abutment. When the
moving with
site and at the bridge,
animals were in place,
soon received word:
grace and ease the men scrambled off,
“The river is rising;
climbing up and onto the
heavy rain has broken to divert the logs piers themselves. They
in the headwaters; logs with their tusks. were posted there to see
are moving on the sandy
was coming and
But this was just what
bed.” The teak logs were
to give orders to their
a warm-up
on their way.
elephants.
Around three in the
afternoon, Williams
SOON, EVERYONE
observed a change in the colour of heard the unmistakable thunder of
the water – it was becoming “choco- teak on the move – the boom, boom,
late dirty” with silt and debris. This boom of the massive logs striking one
signalled that the moment of reckon- another. The onslaught started, and
ing was coming fast. The quicker, the so did the elephants. They were like
better, because there were only a few game-ready goalies. “With grace and
hours of daylight left, and this was not ease, Poo Ban and Poo Gyi diverted
an operation to be attempted in the each log with their tusks right and left
[and] with a glancing push and blow,”
dark.
The tension ratcheted up as an Williams said. Every stray log spun and
excited crowd of villagers formed on the dipped in the water towards the cenbanks to watch. No-one was allowed on tres. The tuskers were good.
But this was just a warm-up: the
the bridge itself as a precaution against
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smaller logs had come down first. The
pace picked up as larger logs began
to appear. The elephants “coolly held
their ground, but they were more
than occupied – left tusk, right tusk.”
Williams watched with excitement. All
the wood that came near the precious
bridge was tossed expertly by the
animals to the middle of the current.
Williams wasn’t the only one
thrilled by the skill of the elephants.
The air was now filled, not just with
the crashing of the logs but also
with the cheering of an ever-growing
crowd. It was all going so well. But
Williams looked skyward. How long
would the light last? And how long
would the elephants hold out? They
must be exhausted. He wondered if
he should take them out and replace
them with the waiting relay team. But
the most colossal pieces of timber
were here now.
For Poo Ban and Poo Gyi, the
effortless tossing had turned into concentrated heaving. Instead of waiting
for a log to come in before sending
it off with a light jab of a tusk, they
were now extending their trunks forward to reach the logs early and slow
them down before muscling them
away. If Williams added the other
two elephants, they might get in one
another’s way. But he worried for
these two warriors; it didn’t look like
they could keep it up.
Just then, they seemed to tell him
they couldn’t. Nearly in unison, both
elephants began to turn around,

facing downstream. Their riders
frantically shouted for them to stop,
but they didn’t listen. The tuskers were talking only to each other.
However, the elephants were not
refusing to work; they “did not swim
away downstream and break ranks
as I feared and rather expected,” Williams said. “Instead, they plunged
their forefeet into the sandy bottom
of the creek and … did hula-hula
dancing movements, allowing logs to
ricochet off their rumps still more like
cannons off the cushion.”
The crowd erupted into laughter and
cheers. The elephants used their ample
haunches to deflect the logs, and they
were also agile enough to swing back a
little with the momentum of each one
to blunt the impact. Just a few scattered
logs – the tail end of the wood cache –
were coming now, so Poo Ban and Poo
Gyi were taken out and replaced by the
second team. “It was a triumph for the
jumbos,” Williams said, “and not one
log damaged a pier.”
Billy Williams believed that living with
elephants made him a better man, and
he fought for their humane care in the
teak business. When Imperial Japanese
forces invaded Burma in 1942, Williams
joined the elite British Force 136,
operating behind enemy lines.
He commanded a team of war elephants
that carried supplies, built bridges, and
transported the sick and elderly over
treacherous mountain terrain. You can
read more about Williams’s amazing
experiences in the book Elephant
Company (2014) by Vicki Constantine
Croke, published by Random House.
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Life’s Like That
SEEING THE FUNNY SIDE

From the Archives
Had this incident from June 1966 occurred today,
a million people would be looking at the
smartphone footage – and one policeman
would be looking at a lawsuit.
My sister ran an intersection just as an amber
light changed to red, and was immediately
pulled over by a policeman on a motorcycle. She
explained that she’d been afraid to stop suddenly
lest someone hit her. The policeman replied
emphatically that this was no excuse, that no-one
driving alertly and at a proper distance would fail to
stop.
Relieved to get off with only a warning, she drove very carefully to the
next light. When it too turned amber, her abrupt stop was punctuated by
a thud from the rear. There, with motorcycle firm against the bumper, sat
a very stern, red-faced policeman, who stared intently at something in the
distance until the light changed.
SUBMITTED BY RICHARD KAUFFMAN

When we were living overseas,
my family and I heard many
different languages on a
regular basis. While trying
desperately one day to
understand what my
18-month-old was
saying, my three-year-old
daughter, Caila, clarified
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the problem: “Mum, he doesn’t
speak English.”
SUBMITTED BY CATRIONA COATES

BENCH WARMER

One of the players on our
high school football team
never saw action in a game.
But my brother, the
assistant coach, liked the

PHOTOS: GETTY IMAGES
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kid and always gave him pep talks.
“Remember, Ben,” he told him,
“everyone on this team has an
important role. There is no ‘i’ in
‘team’.”
“True,” said the boy. “But there is
a ‘Ben’ in ‘bench’.”
SUBMITTED BY ALICIA KILEY

GREEN THUMB

I congratulated
myself once
again as I gently
watered the
cactus on my
windowsill. It
was still alive –
unlike the other
plants I had
tried to nurture,
long since
departed.
I picked it up to
admire it more closely. Only
then did I realise that, for over
three months, I had been
watering a plastic plant.
SUBMITTED BY MARILYN HANSON

The Great Tweet-off:
Tech Edition
The future is now, people. Some
tweeters are just handling it better
than others.
My mum actually believes I’m
dating a girl named Siri.
KULKULUS @KELKULUS

Toyota has announced it will start
integrating Microsoft technology
into their vehicles. It’s perfect for
the person who wants a car that
crashes every ten minutes.
CONAN O’BRIEN @CONANOBRIEN

I can still remember a time when
I knew more than my phone.
CLARKE KANT @CLARKEKANT

I bet Egyptians were all like, “Yo,
nobody in history will ever worship
and revere cats like we do.” And
then came the internet.
DREW SNOW @DSCHNOB

The Roomba vacuum cleaner just
beat me to a piece of popcorn I
dropped on the floor & this is how
the war against the machines
begins.
ANDY H. @ANDYASADJECTIVE

TACTFUL

A TV commercial boasted that its
product could help people live
pain-free in their golden years.
“Am I in my golden years?”
my wife, 63, asked.
“Not at all,” I assured her.
“But you are yellowing fast.”
SUBMITTED BY DENNIS MCCLANAHAN

What I need is a
search engine that,
no matter what
I type in, comes
back with GO
BACK TO WORK.
DAVE BARRY @RAYADVERB
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Yesterday
For The Beatles, writing songs was a process that
could happen anytime and anywhere. Here Hunter
Davies, the sole authorised biographer of the
legendary British pop band, shares the story behind
arguably the best pop song of all time
F ROM TH E B EA TLES LY RI C S
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PAUL MCCARTNEY WOKE UP one morning in his attic bedroom on

John [Lennon] always thought the
He put some silly words to it, calling it
“Scrambled Eggs”, supposedly followed melody was beautiful, but the words,
by “oh baby how I love your legs” just to though good, didn’t get very far and
give him words to sing when he played were not resolved. That in a way is a
it to the other Beatles. They all laughed strength, leaving it vague. Why had
she gone, why was a shadow hanging,
at the words, but liked the tune.
It was during a long car drive while what was the wrong thing he had said?
on holiday in Portugal with Jane in May This is never explained, leaving some
1965, after they had started recording analysts to suggest he wasn’t in fact
the album [Help!], that he finally put talking about a row with a current love,
some proper words to it. After fitting ie Jane, but remembering the death of
“Yesterday” to the first three notes he his mother all those years earlier. That
was a huge shadow that
needed a rhyme, and
must have hung over
came up with “all my
him, though at the time
troubles seemed so far
of her death he admits
away”. That left him
he didn’t grieve openly
needing another threeas much as he should.
syllable word, and out
So was he thinking of
popped “suddenly”.
his mother? Paul has
In many ways, the
words seemed to come
admitted that might
almost as easily as the
well have been at the
tune, albeit spread over Paul McCartney and Jane
back of his mind, but
a longer time. The lyrics Asher: their relationship
says he wasn’t aware
are short, just 11 lines, between 1963 and 1968
of it when writing the
with little development. inspired several of his songs
lyrics.
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Wimpole Street, London, [at the family home of his girlfriend,
actress Jane Asher] with a melody in his head that he couldn’t erase.
He went to the piano, beside his bed, and played it through. The
tune had arrived almost intact, with the glory and the freshness of a
dream (which is Wordsworth, “Intimations of Immortality”, but
Paul over the years used similar phrases to recount how it had first
came to him). Worried that it was someone else’s tune that had
crept into his subconscious, for several weeks he played it to friends,
such as the singer Alma Cogan, asking if they recognised it.

READER’S DIGEST

Paul penned this neat manuscript
version of “Yesterday” in 1967

‘Yesterday’ was the first Beatles number to be a pure solo
with none of the other group members involved
June•2015
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In the studio, when he eventually them. It was George’s first major conhad the words and had played it to tribution to any of their compositions,
them, and they were getting down to but Paul was still involved, going to
the musical arrangement, Ringo and George’s house to discuss the arrangethe others admitted they couldn’t really ment and then supervising the studio
add anything to it – it was perfect as it recording.
“Yesterday” was the first Beatles
was. It would be best if Paul sang it
on his own, accompanied on his own number to be a pure solo with none of
the other group members involved. It
acoustic guitar.
George Martin [their producer] sug- was to be their final composition on the
gested a string quartet, but to begin Help! album, but it was not released as
a single in the UK, as
with Paul was not
Paul did not want to
keen on the idea,
go against the normal
worried that it might
Beatles format, which
appear pretentious.
was to have all four
They still saw themBeatles playing on
selves as a rock’n’roll
their singles. It was,
band and didn’t feel
however, released as
comfortable with
a single in the US the
anything that
following year, where it
sounded too upmarwent to No. 1.
ket and classical.
This manuscript
They feared that tartversion [see previous
ing it up with lush
page] was written out
strings might make it
for me by Paul, very
sound schmaltzy, like
neatly, in 1967, so
Mantovani. George
Sheet music for “Yesterday”
it has no changes
Martin remembers
Paul saying that if they did use a string or corrections – although he has added
quartet, he did not want any vibrato – the word “middle” just to make it clear.
the throbbing, vibrating sound It went on show with other Beatles
violinists make when pressing very lyrics at the British Museum in 1986
hard on a string, and then vibrating then moved to the British Library. The
their fingers, to give it richness and Queen stopped to read it when she
depth. George explained that all profes- opened the new British Library buildsional violinists play that way, but he ing in 1998, spending much longer
studying it than “Magna Carta” – which
would try to restrict it.
George Martin duly hired a string of course she can’t read, no more than
quartet and wrote out the parts for I can.
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FAST FACTS: 50 YEARS
AND GOING STRONG
The song was recorded during a
session between June 14 and 17,
1965, at the EMI recording studios in
Abbey Road, London.
It was first released on the Help!
album in the UK in August 1965.
A few weeks later, the single was
launched on the American market
as the B-side to “Act Naturally”.
“Yesterday” was the No. 1 single on
the US Billboard Hot 100 Chart in
1965 for four weeks.
A string quartet accompanied Paul
McCartney on the original recording.
This was one of the first times
classical music had appeared in a
pop song.
“Yesterday” was the first Beatles
song to win wide appeal in the adult
market, which also gave the band
credibility. Prior to the song’s
release, the Beatles had been seen
as a teenybopper band.
The track runs for two minutes and
three seconds.
In 2000, both MTV and Rolling
Stone magazine voted “Yesterday”
the No. 1 pop song of all time.

With over 3000 versions recorded
since its release, “Yesterday” is one
of the most covered songs of all
time. Its competitors include George
Gershwin’s “Summertime” and the
Christian hymn “Amazing Grace”.
Artists who have covered
“Yesterday” include Boyz II Men, Ray
Charles, Marianne Faithfull, Tom
Jones, Nana Mouskouri, Elvis Presley,
Frank Sinatra, The Supremes, Andy
Williams and Tammy Wynette.
Up until 1999, “Yesterday” held the
honour of being the most-played
radio song.
Despite John Lennon having little
involvement in the song’s
composition, “Yesterday” is credited
“Lennon/McCartney”. Prior to the
November 1995 release of The
Beatles Anthology album, Paul
McCartney approached John
Lennon’s widow, Yoko Ono, asking
for the writing credit to be changed
to “McCartney/Lennon”. She refused.
McCartney eventually took matters
into his own hands in 2003, switching
the credit to “Paul McCartney and
John Lennon” with the release of his
Back in the U.S. album.
BOX TEXT BY LOUISE WATERSON
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Songs do have a life of their own. Good ones will outlive
us all, travel down through the generations
Full lyrics to the original “Scram- over the decades. I still like the
bled Eggs” version have appeared line “Love was such an easy game
on the internet, with all the verses, to play”, which has nicely cynical
some of them quite good, but I overtones.
Songs do have a life of their own.
always suspected it might be some
Good ones will
Beatles fan, amusoutlive us all, travel
ing themselves by
declaring they had
Yesterday, all my troubles seemed down through the
generations, and
discovered Paul’s
so far away.
can mean different
original manuNow it looks as though they’re
things at different
script. So I sent it
here to stay.
times to different
to Paul himself.
Oh, I believe in yesterday.
people.
“The extra words
Suddenly, I’m not half the man
As a song, “Yesabout ‘Scrambled
I used to be,
terday” has cerEggs’ as you exThere’s a shadow hanging over
tainly lasted, but
pected, are a spoof.
me.
has it lasted intact?
I certainly didn’t
Oh, yesterday came suddenly.
Has it been loved
write them and the
nearest I get to it is
Why she had to go, I don’t know to death? Battered
and bruised by all
doing a joke on the
she wouldn’t say.
the usage and atJimmy Fallon show
I said something wrong, now I
tention? Possibly.
in America when
long for yesterday.
I don’t think it
we took the original
verse and added a
Yesterday, love was such an easy would be in my
top ten Beatles
verse about waffle
game to play,
fries ‘Oh my baby
Now I need a place to hide away. numbers to take to
a deser t island.
h o w I l ov e y o u r
Oh, I believe in yesterday.
Too obvious, too
thighs!’”
corny. Which I
“ Ye s t e r d a y ” i s
now the most recorded [pop] song suppose is a silly thing to say. It has
ever, hundreds of artists having per- lasted, and been loved, because it
formed thousands of cover versions is a perfect song.
INTRODUCTION AND TEXT © HUNTER DAVIES, 2014. BEATLES LYRICS © SONY.
EXTRACT FROM THE BEATLES LYRICS © BY HUNTER DAVIES, PUBLISHED BY WEIDENFELD & NICOLSON
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WHO KNEW?

5

Geniuses
With Serious
Procrastination
Problems
BY BRAND O N S P E CKTO R
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5 G E N I U S E S W I T H S E R I O U S P R O C R A S T I N AT I O N P R O B L E M S

Composer Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart is said to

1

have written the overture for Don
Giovanni in a single night – the night
before the opera’s debut. The reason
was simple enough: he was Mozart.
The 31-year-old virtuoso could ostensibly compose entire symphonies in
his mind – often while playing
billiards – and at times he didn’t put
pen to paper until he’d completed the
entire piece in his head first. At Don
Giovanni’s premiere, the ink on the
overture’s sheet music was still wet
from its last-minute copying, and
there was no time for rehearsal.
“Some notes fell under the stands,”
Mozart said later, “but it went well.”

2

Architect Frank Lloyd
Wright created his most

famous structure at age 68 – in about
two hours. In 1934, Pittsburgh department store magnate Edgar Kaufmann
Sr hired Wright to design a retreat
around the waterfalls of his forested
Pennsylvania property. Wright visited
the site and assured Kaufmann he had
big plans. In truth, he hadn’t drawn a
thing. Weeks became months, and on
a Sunday morning, September 22,
1935, Kaufmann spontaneously
decided to visit Wright’s studio and
check his progress. He would arrive
before lunch, Kaufmann explained
over the phone, and was very excited
to see the designs. With nervous
apprentices watching and Kaufmann
hours from his door, Wright finished
80
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breakfast, then drew up the plans for
what became Fallingwater – an icon of
modern design and a US National
Historic Landmark.

Writer Franz Kafka had a
day job as an insurance officer
that provided the gloomy novelist
plenty of time for existential brooding
but little time to translate that
brooding to fiction. However, when
Kafka was promoted to a position that
let him clock out at 2pm, procrastination became his new prison. In a letter
to his fiancée, Kafka describes a
typical day after work: “Lunch till 3 or
3.30 … sleep until 7.30 … ten minutes
of exercises, naked at the open window … an hour’s walk … then dinner
with my family.” When did the writing
finally begin? Not until 11pm, sometimes continuing well up to 6am the
next morning. Admittedly, not the
best system: Kafka died at age 40,
leaving many unfinished works
behind.

3

4

Journalist Hunter S.
Thompson was hired by

Scanlan’s Monthly to cover the
Kentucky Derby in 1970. From securing his press pass for the horse race to
meeting illustrator Ralph Steadman to
actually writing the story, Thompson
was chronically behind schedule.
With the deadline looming and a
Scanlan’s courier literally waiting at
his hotel door, Thompson began
ripping pages of verbatim notes from

READER’S DIGEST

his notepad and shuttling them off to
the press. He was sure this incoherent,
slapdash piece would be the death of
his career. He was wrong; “The Kentucky Derby is Decadent and Depraved” won Thompson rave reviews,
and his manic, first-person style
spawned a reporting movement.

5

French novelist Victor
Hugo began working on The

Hunchback of Notre Dame in September 1830, against the brutal deadline
of Febr ua r y 1831. He bought an
entire bottle of ink in preparation but
sincerely did not feel like writing. So

he did what any sane man would do:
he got na ked. Lock ing away his
clothes to avoid the temptation of
going outside, Hugo was left with
nothing to wear but a large grey
shawl. According to his wife (the
poor woma n), t h is k n it ted, toelength rag served as his uniform for
many months. It worked; using up all
his ink, Hugo f inished t he book
week s before dead line. He even
considered titling it What Came Out
of a Bottle of Ink … squandering the
opportunit y to turn in a literar y
classic called What Came Out of My
Dirty Grey Pyjamas.

CRAZIEST THINGS EVER STOLEN FROM HOTELS
A $300,000 Andy Warhol artwork, taken from the W Hong Kong.
A Berlin hotel guest stole stylish monsoon shower heads,
hydromassage shower units, taps, toilet seats and even the sink.
A stuffed boar’s head. A guest tried to abscond from the Hotel du
Vin in Birmingham, UK, with the mounted head. Other items to have
been relieved from British hotels include a medieval sword, door
hinges and a 1.2m-high wooden bear.
A minibar fridge. Lots of people empty it, but one guest at a fivestar hotel in Dubai left the bottles and took the unit itself,
along with the sofa.
A marble fireplace. A guest at the Four Seasons Beverly Hills was
alleged to have lifted one. (Perhaps not literally.)
A hotelier’s pet dog.

WWW.YAHOO.COM
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L I V I N G LLANGUAGE
ANGUAGE
LIVING

They’re the difference between learning the hard way
and the lard way, but we all make them, and most of the
time we can’t see them. Donyale Harrison explains …

WhyWe

Make
And
Miss
Typos
O

NE OF THE GREAT JOYS of subediting Reader’s Digest is
spotting typographical error. There have been some gems
over the years. A favourite was in a 2013 story about RAF
Bomber Command: “They had severely underestimated the deadlines
of the German night fighters” – one missing S turned the Luftwaffe
from lethal force to having to be home by 9pm.
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LIVING LANGUAGE

Happily, we spot almost all of them
before pages go to print. The few
that creep through happen because I
sometimes break the cardinal rule: if
you’re making changes to stories at the
last moment, someone should read
over your shoulder to spot your errors.
Like the vast majority of people, I am
rubbish at spotting my own mistakes.
So why is it so hard to see our own
typos? And what can we do about it?

But It Looked Fine!

Dr Tom Stafford, lecturer in psychology
and cognitive science at the UK’s University of Sheffield, has made a study
of error. He says that there are solid
reasons why we find it so hard to see
our own mistakes: apparently we view
everything as “a mix of sensory data
and our expectations about the world”.
To explain what this means, he says
we should think of ambiguous images
like the vase/two faces illustration on
the previous pages. “Your interpretation,” says Stafford, “the ‘what you
expect’ – switches between two valid
readings. But the sensory data [what’s
actually there] stays the same.”
The trick, says Stafford, is that
the phenomenon isn’t restricted to
ambiguous images. “It’s happening
all the time, with every single act of
perception. Our own typos are hard to
spot because we know what we meant
to write, and so this gets in the way of
seeing what we actually did write.”
And we’re not alone in being able to
miss our own mistakes – Stafford says
84
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that other people often make the same
“filling in” errors when reading because
they have shared expectations about
what will come next. “The more the
reader knows what you are likely to say
the more they are likely to focus on this
level and ignore the details, like typos.”

What’s Going On?

To investigate what happens when we
make mistakes, Stafford and his colleague Cigir Kalfaoglu asked touch
typists to type 100 sentences without being able to see what they were
typing. The researchers timed their
keystrokes and compared the speeds
when typists made a mistake to the
normal “correct” typing speeds.
They found the participants slowed
down while making the mistake and
immediately afterwards. Most of us
have had that feeling of uncertainty
when a part of our brain is shouting
“Hang on a minute, you’ve bungled
something!” The only difference was
that the participants couldn’t read
back over their work, unlike the rest of
us who are likely to miss the mistake
even when we can see it.
Typing was an ideal study, because
letter transposition is so easy. As Stafford says, “All you have to do to type
‘teh’ instead of ‘the’ is to press the
right keys in the wrong order.
“In handwriting that’s much harder,
because the ‘order’ is encoded in the
motor skill in a deeper way: as you
write ‘t’ you change it to begin writing
the ‘h’ next, so it is much less likely that

READER’S DIGEST

you’ll deploy the ‘e’ before the ‘h’ even blink, or the section where you inthough your brain prepares for both troduced an argument, then gave the
conclusion, but forgot to write in the
writing and typing in the same way.”
The physical breakdown of typing supporting facts. Even if it’s as little a
into individual letters makes it easier gap as your lunch break, you’ll still be
to get the order wrong or even leave fresher and more capable.
Reading out loud
some out. In fact, we
also works for some
can get so involved
people – you can hear
with writing that we
can leave out whole
“Complex material the wrong words as
you speak them. Or
words or sentences,
makes you slow
download free textparticularly when
down, which
to-speech software
working on a compliand let the computer
cated piece of writing.
makes you more
speak instead.
But the same level
likely to spot
In the RD office,
of difficulty can make
errors”
we still work a lot on
it easier to spot the
paper, because typos
mistakes: “Complex
show up more on the
material makes you
slow down, which makes you more page than on the screen. Some people
likely to spot errors,” says Stafford. take it a step further and swear by
Alas, it’s a two-way street. If you’re using an odd font like Comic Sans,
writing or reading something with which makes it harder to read ahead
which you are familiar, “you’re more and forces you to focus on each word.
One thing that Stafford and Kalfaolikely to have expectations, which will
glu spotted in their study was that
cause you to miss errors.”
while typing speeds didn’t slow in
the lead-up to a mistake, they were
So How To Fix It?
Sadly, most of us don’t have an editing more likely to be erratic. Stafford has
team to spot the mistakes we miss. But suggested that this could be the typist
there are tried and tested techniques slipping out of the “zone”. But when it
comes to tips for staying in the zone he
that will help you DIY typo-spot.
The best option is to take time away says, “I wish I knew. Perhaps it should
from the work before giving it a final be a topic for follow-up research?”
In the meantime, we’re left to rely
read. Finish your report early and then
look at it with fresh eyes in the morn- on the traditional tools for keeping
focus: a quick walk and a cuppa. And
ing, or, even better, after the weekend.
Time away lets you see the place as to how many typos made in writing
where you wrote blind instead of this article? I lost count at 26.
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All in a Day’s Work
HUMOUR ON THE JOB

DESK JOCKEYS

The pressures of work can bring out the weirdness in
people. Check out these real-life exchanges from
overheardintheoffice.com:
Boss: You make too many mistakes! You’re not
very consistent.
Employee: Well, you can’t be consistent all the
time.
Cashier: And what form of payment will you be
using today?
Customer: Money.
Office manager: Where were you
yesterday?
Employee: I was at my cousin’s funeral.
Office manager: Why? Did she die?

We were making leaflets for a local
church, and the client wanted a logo
designed with Earth being shielded
by the hand of God. I sent the client
a proof. Shortly thereafter, I got a
call.
Client: The hand looks too human.
Please use a hand that looks more
like God’s. Source: clientsfromhell.net

over an hour before choosing the
perfect dress for a party. But the next
day she was back with the outfit.
“Can I please exchange this for
something else?” she asked.
I was surprised, but I couldn’t
argue with her explanation: “My
parents like it.”
SUBMITTED BY SALI THOMAS

LUMPS AND BUMPS
MISFIT

A teenager came
into the clothing
store where I work
and browsed for
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Saving for a new car on a
teacher’s salary takes a while,
so in the meantime I borrowed
a friend’s old car that was so
beat up, even its dents had

P HOTO: THIN KSTOC K

HELPING HAND

larger students for blocking her view
of the mirror.
“Don’t worry,” the woman said to
the teacher, “I can see myself on
either side of you.”
SUBMITTED BY AMANDA BARTON

FELL AT THE FIRST HURDLE

dents. I came out of school one day
to find a police officer and a woman
examining it. “What’s going on?”
I asked.
“I saw her hit your car,” the cop
explained. “But I can’t figure out
where.”
SUBMITTED BY YEFIM A. BROD
LICENCED TO KILL

My sister didn’t do as well on her
driver’s education test as she’d hoped.
It might have had something to do
with how she completed this
sentence: “When the ________ is
dead, the car won’t start.”
She wrote: “driver”.
SUBMITTED BY NATHAN HELLMAN

THE “L” IS FOR “LOOPHOLE”

The best ever legal advice spotted on
a billboard comes from an ad for the
North Carolina law office of attorney
Larry L. Archie: “Just because you did
it doesn’t mean you’re guilty.”
Source: funnyordie.com

My real name is Wilton, but everyone
at the plastics factory calls me “Dub”.
And that’s where the confusion
began. A woman from the front office
came by with a form to fill
out, but when she
asked for my name, I
wasn’t sure which
one to give.
Waiting patiently
for me to make up my
mind, she said, “I don’t
have any easier questions.”
SUBMITTED BY WILTON ROSE

STICK-TO-IT-IVENESS

I am the principal of an elementary
school. One day a bigger boy was
brought into my office for discipline.
He had hit two kindergarten
classmates on the playground and
knocked them down.
“He hit us twice!” the boys said.
“Is this true?” I asked.
“Yes,” the older boy said. “I had to
hit them twice; they didn’t fall down
the first time.”
SUBMITTED BY VI HUGHES

POLITE PILATES

During a Pilates class, our thin
instructor apologised to one of her



Got a good joke, anecdote or real-life
gem to share? Send it in and you could win
cash! See page 6 for details.
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The writer in
New York,
January 2015
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UNFORGETTABLE

A chance
encounter with
a music teacher
filled me with
passion and
purpose

Ari
&
Cello Chair

the

P HOTO: GLENN GLASSER

I

BY A RI GO LD M AN

HAVE ALWAY S LOVED the rich and luscious sound of the cello.
I would go to concerts and wonder what it would feel like to hold a
cello and make such glorious music. But, as a young journalist in New
York in the late 1970s, I never imagined that I could play one.
One day, while dashing between assignments, I mistakenly knocked
on the wrong door in an office building. An elderly man with a shock of white
hair opened the door, and there, behind him, was a serene tableau: a dark cello
and a wooden chair with the design of a lyre on it.
For a moment, I forgot what I was looking for. I asked, “Do you play the cello?”
“Yes,” he said. “Do you want to become one of my students?”
“Yes,” I responded, almost without thinking.
When I arrived for my first lesson a few days later, I told the teacher, whose
name was Heinrich Joachim, that I had answered yes on impulse and I didn’t
know if I could learn. “I’m not sure I am a musician,” I said. Mr J assured me that
with practice and devotion to the instrument, I could become one.
I told him that I’d once had a beautiful voice. I sang solos in my synagogue
and dreamed of being a cantor. But I lost the voice during puberty. “The cello,”
June•2015
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Mr J promised, “will give you back
would have to sign allegiance to
your voice.”
Hitler, Mr J, who was half-Jewish,
I bought a cello and began to go for
f led to Guatemala. He eventually
made his way to New York, where he
weekly lessons. Much to my surprise,
the lessons did not start with music.
married, raised a family, and played
They began with a cup of tea. “How is
with major orchestras such as the
my Ari?” Mr J would ask. He wanted to
New York Ph i l ha r mon ic, u nder
know about my job, my interests and
Leonard Bernstein.
my ambitions.
I was a reporter who
Once we got to the
covered politics, schools,
cello, it was not just
and transpor tation.
“Embrace
an encounter with an
During our lessons,
instrument. “Embrace
I would occasionally
your cello like
your cello like you would
bring him my articles,
you would
a beautiful woman,” he
none of which had anytold me. I put my arms
thing to do with music.
a beautiful
around the neck and my
He’d critique those too.
woman,”
legs around the body of
“More feeling,” he’d
the instrument. “Now
demand.
Mr J told me
play,” he said. “Don’t just
I studied with him for
listen to the sound. Feel
seven years, until I got
the sound. Feel the vibrations in your
married and began to raise a family.
hands, thighs and chest.”
I stopped the lessons, but we stayed
I made steady progress. Along
in touch.
with cello techniques, Mr J taught
When Mr J died in 2002, I remained
me about scales, timbre, melody and
close with his children. And when I
harmony. I got good enough at the
returned to the cello in middle age, I
cello to play with an adult trio and
remembered Mr J saying, “Embrace
later with an amateur orchestra.
it like you would a beautiful woman.”
“Don’t play for me,” Mr J would
Mr J’s eldest son, Andrew, died
always say. “Play for the people
in 2014. Soon after, I got a call from
across the street. Project. Project.”
Andrew’s widow, Sallie, who said she
Mr J was born in Germany in 1910
had a special gift for me. A large box
and, at the age of 11, renounced his
arrived a few days later, and inside
toys for the cello. He studied at a
was Mr J’s “cello chair”, the wooden
music conservatory in Berlin and
one with the lyre on the back.
later joined a government-sponsored
I sit in Mr J’s chair often. I know I
chamber orchestra. When members
can never match his musical sound,
of the orchestra were told that they
but I keep the tea on.
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Picturesque Speech
TOWARDS MORE LIVELY LANGUAGE

From the 1950s’ Archives
An older man in his second wolfhood.
OUR MISS BROOKS, CBS-TV

She was as boring as an endless
freight train.
IRENE O’SULLIVAN

A child precariously balanced at the
end of its mother’s patience.
CHRISTINA SKIADOS

She gave him a “hail, fellow, we’ll
meet” look at the party.
FRANCIS LINFORD

When opportunity knocked he
complained of the noise.
R.W. JONES
Five-year-olds playing hide-andshriek.
WALTER M. MASON
Her hair waved goodbye as she drove
away in her convertible.
W.L. STAHLER

Word Games
As overworked as a dog with four
children to follow.
MARCELINE COX IN LADIES HOME JOURNAL

As inseparable as coat hangers.
ETHEL CLEMMER

As hard to wrap as two watermelons.

A clock tocking to itself.

LUCILLE LEWIS IN THIS WEEK MAGAZINE

WALTER WINCHELL

Her talking was nothing but articulate
nervousness.
ROBERT HERRON
First Impressions
On her first visit to the doctor, she
gave him a preamble to her
constitution.
MRS W.M. JONES
A mellow Englishman in a by-jovial
mood.
JACK BIERLY
Nothing ruins a man’s memory for
faces like a plunging neckline.
SAM RAGAN

Sign Language
In a barbershop near the United
Nations: “Barber wanted – Must be
able to discuss international situation
intelligently”.
ROBERT SYLVESTER
In a psychiatrist’s office: “Five
couches – no waiting”. DAVID E. GREEN
Adverteasments
Arrow shirt ad: “Give your beau an
Arrow”.
For frozen foods: “Best meals you
ever thaw”.
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HEALTH

“I’d love you to
lose just
ten per cent of
your weight. It
would improve
my arthritis”
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Got an achy twinge? A limp? Out-and-out
arthritis? Well, why don’t you try to live ...

A Day in the
Life Of Your

Knee
PHOTO: STEVE VACCARIELLO; ILLUSTRATI ON: BRYAN CH RISTIE

BY J I L L P R OVOST

IT’S COSY BENEATH these blankets,
but I want out. I am achy and
inflamed, brittle from a motionless
night. I wait for The Body to register
my familiar morning stiffness. C’mon,
get up already so we can work out
these kinks.
He flings his feet over the side of the
bed and plants them on the floor. I’m
not gonna lie: straightening out under
all 95kg of him takes some serious
grit. I brace myself for the load. My
upstairs neighbour, the thigh muscle,
contracts and yanks the quadriceps
tendon, which pulls on my kneecap to
make the leg extend. I’m a hinge, with
pulleys that bend and straighten me.
The other knee snickers. He’s not
in as bad a shape as I am. The quads
and hamstrings like to joke that I’m

their little marionette. Yeah, real kneeslapper, guys.
As he gets dressed, The Body flips on
the TV to catch replays from last night’s
football game. Oh, dear. What’s this?
His team’s running back suffered an
ACL (anterior cruciate ligament) tear?
Side-tackled while all his weight was
on one foot. Body, cover your eyes, for
goodness’ sake! Why does he make me
watch this? He’s wincing, too, because
I suffered that same injury about 20
years ago. It still haunts us.
THE STORY OF MY DEMISE

The Body had been out of college
for ten years and had let all of us
(muscles, ligaments, and tendons)
go to pot. Not that I blame him. You
know the drill: sit all day at a desk,
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meet friends for happy hour. Who has The Body grabs his umbrella to be
time for exercise? Then, one week- safe. Good call, my man.
end, he joined a pickup basketball
game. Just ran right out there like the THE SCALE MAKES ME SAD
college athlete he no longer was – no The Body pulls into a drive-through on
warming up, no taking it easy – and the way to work to get coffee. Thank
snap! Tore my ACL. It’s the string that goodness he’s nixed those sausage,
runs through my centre, connecting egg and cheese breakfast sandwiches.
the thighbone to the shinbone, and it With all this additional weight he’s put
keeps me from wobbling all over the on, I’m like a toothpick supporting
place. Worst day of my life. I heard a an anvil. Not only is The Body’s belly
pop and felt a wave of excrippling me, it’s also
cruciating pain wash
putting my better half,
over me as The Body fell
the “good knee”, at seriI can predict
to the ground.
ous risk for arthritis. My
That’s the reason I’m
when it’s going partner is almost three
so craggy before my time
times more likely to get
(I’m only 49). Surgery to rain: my joint it, due to The Body’s
and physical therapy did swells and aches extra-large size.
get me working perfectly
Happily, the scale has
again. But ligament tears
been on a downward
leave us knees with a 50-50 chance of trend lately. This past month, The
getting arthritis within ten to 20 years. Body has lost 2kg, which has taken 9kg
My cartilage, the protective tissue on of stress off me.
He shuffles into the office. Man, is
the ends of bones that keeps them
from grinding against each other, may it cramped under this desk. The Body
feels my discomfort and swallows
not ever fully recover.
Finally, The Body decides to switch a couple of ibuprofen. They’ll help
the TV to the weather report. The quell the pain for a few hours, but alas,
meteorologist is calling for fair skies. they are not a permanent solution.
Yeah, right – I know better. I get extra Lately, the doc has been saying that
achy just before it rains, and I’m eventually The Body will need to – gulp
throbbing. The Body’s doctor says – replace me.
he hears that complaint all the time
Actually, it sounds worse than it is.
but isn’t quite sure why the pain I’ll say goodbye to my worn-out carworsens. His best guess: when air tilage. My bones will be resurfaced
pressure drops, my already inflamed and plated with metal. True, I’ll barely
joint swells even more, irritating the recognise myself, but what’s The
nerves. Before he limps out the door, Body’s alternative? Hobble around for
94
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the rest of his life? That’s not much fun
for me either.
CAN WE GET SOME EXERCISE?

Ooh, it’s his wife on the phone. We’re
going to the gym after work – hurrah!
As we head inside, The Body sees
his wife sprinting toward him in heels.
Ouch. Glad I’m not one of her knees.
She didn’t grab an umbrella and
doesn’t want to get drenched. Hey,
lady, worry about your joints, not a
few raindrops. High heels are a torture
device, and women are more prone
to knee issues than men are to begin
with. But she’s young and fit, which
will protect her … for now.
Not that I’m in love with The Body’s
“comfy” sneakers. “Stability athletic
shoes” sound good, but the more rigid
the shoes are, the more stress they put
on me. I wish he’d swap them for flat,
flexible shoes with soles that let your
feet bend.
There are still plenty of activities
he can do – swimming, biking, Tai
Chi … old-people exercise, he calls it.
But I love it all because it keeps me
from getting worn and rusty. It used
to be that if I got injured, they’d put
me in a cast. Boy, was that dumb. In
order to regenerate, cartilage needs

to move and endure weight-bearing
activity. The Body takes a spin on the
elliptical. Woo-wee! I feel better than
I have in days. I can’t wait for the
weight machines. Strong muscles help
support and stabilise my joint.
MY FAVOURITE MEAL

Back at home, The Body’s wife whips
up a dinner of salmon, sweet potatoes
and broccoli. I am pumped. The Body
doesn’t think much about how his diet
affects me, but it’s important. I’ve got
low-grade inflammation, and fatty fish
like salmon may slow down my disease. See, inflammation is the body’s
defence against injury. It causes swelling and pain. That’s great when there’s
an actual enemy. But with chronic
inflammation, the body keeps fighting
even when there’s no threat. And that
can contribute to my arthritis.
The Body yawns, and I’m relieved.
He loves to burn the midnight oil and
doesn’t realise that sleep can ease my
pain. I think tonight’s gym session
tuckered him out. The Body is being
sweet to me tonight – sleeping on his
side with a pillow wedged between me
and the other knee. If I’m happy, The
Body can get a good night’s rest. Now,
that’s what I call a real joint effort.

DIETARY DIATRIBE
If properly stored, a bag of lettuce will stay fresh in your fridge for
at least five and as many as eight minutes.
BRYAN DONALDSON
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WISDOM

Interesting and accomplished
people share words of wisdom
that changed their lives

Best
The

Advice
I Ever

Got
BY L AU R E N GE LM AN

THESE 21 PEOPLE – including bestselling authors, cutting-edge entrepreneurs, humanitarians, educators,
entertainers, and doctors – answered
the question “What’s the best advice you
ever received?” Here, insights that will
change the way you work, love, and play.
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ON WINNING

“You don’t want to win the argument.
You want to get your way.” It was
from the late Rae Wolf McKenna, my
first mother-in-law. I have found it
popping into my head in many tense
situations over the years, to great
effect.
PAU L ST E I G E R ,
former managing editor of
Th e Wa l l S t r e e t Jo u r n a l

ON CARING

Twenty-four years ago, when I quit
drinking, an old-timer in recovery
asked, “How are you treating the world
today, Paulie?” I responded, “Don’t
you mean ‘How’s the world treating
me?’” He answered quickly. “No, I
mean exactly what I said. No matter
how the world is treating you, if you
are caring, loving and kind in the way
you treat the world, your journey will
be easier.”
PAU L W I L L I A M S ,
a w a rd –w i n n i n g c o m p o s e r, c o a u t h o r o f
G ra t i t u d e & T r u s t

P HOTOGRAP HS BY YASU+JUNKO

ON UNCERTAINTY

My parents and I were living in a
refugee settlement in Vienna after
we left the former Soviet Union.
Everything was uncertain, scary and
pretty terrible. This didn’t stop my
dad from announcing one day that
we were going to visit the opera house
in Vienna. I thought playing tourists
was ridiculous – we had no money,
no citizenship, and no home. “We
don’t know if we’ll ever be back here
again,” my dad said. “Life is short. It’s

stupid to sit here and wallow in our
troubles.” Now I realise … he’s right.
N ATA LY KO G A N ,

c o f o u n d e r a n d C E O o f Ha p p i e r, In c

ON ASSUMPTIONS

I grew up in the northern Himalayan
region of Kashmir. My grandfather
would take all his grandkids for
walks in his apple orchards, where
he would pick apples that had been
tasted by a bird and carve off the
opposite side to give to us. I once
asked, “Why would you not offer the
ripe-looking apple untouched by the
bird?” I felt he was such a miser that
he wanted to sell the “good” apples
instead of feed them to his grandkids. He rolled his hand over my head
affectionately. “The bird would only
eat one that is sweet, so I pick the
best for you,” he said. “Never assume;
always ask.” This is my mantra in my
personal and professional life.
D R K H U R S H I D A . G U R U,

d i r e c t o r o f r o b o t i c s u r g e r y a t R o s w e l l Pa r k
C a n c e r In s t i t u t e i n Ne w Yo r k

ON CONNECTING

Years ago, I shared the stage with
my hero, motivational speaker Zig
Ziglar. Before we went on (there were
20,000 people in the crowd, and I was
in way over my head), I asked, “How
do you work with people who aren’t
connected? How do you get through
to those who don’t really want to be
there?”
What he said changed the way I
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do everything: “Instead of distracting yourself by focusing on folks who
are unwilling and unhappy, give your
energy to people who came to hear
what you had to say.” What I learned:
Shun nonbelievers. Ignore critics.
Do your best for people who want to
dance with you.
SETH GODIN,
bestselling author and public speaker

ON LISTENING

From a very young age, my parents
taught me the most important lesson
of my whole life: listen to everybody
before you make up your own mind.
When you listen, you learn. You absorb
like a sponge. Your life becomes so
much better than when you are just
trying to be listened to all the time.
ST E V E N S P I E L B E R G ,

f i l m d i r e c t o r a n d p r o d u c e r, i n
G o o d Ho u s e ke e p i n g

ON TIME MANAGEMENT

I once interviewed a woman named
T h e re s a Day t n e r, w h o ow n s a
construction company and has six
kids, including twins. She told me
that she never tells herself, “I don’t
have time.” Instead she says, “It’s not a
priority.” I could say I don’t have time
to make handmade valentines for all
my children’s classmates, but if you
offered me $100,000, I’d do it quickly.
Since that’s not going to happen, I can
acknowledge that this is a matter of
priority, not time.
LAURA VANDERKAM,

a u t h o r o f Mo s a i c ( 2 0 1 5 ) a n d 1 6 8 Ho u r s
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ON TENACITY

On a wicker chair in a corner of my
Cape Cod office is a profile I wrote
about a former Phoenix Superior
Court judge, who mentored me in
the late ’70s in the art of court reporting. As she rose through the judicial
ranks, the judge instructed me to keep
asking questions. Persevere, she counselled me. “Keep at it until you get the
answers!” Little did I know how this
training would sustain me in times of
great challenge. Today, as I fight the
demons of early-onset Alzheimer’s
disease, I still follow the sage advice
of my mentor, Sandra Day O’Connor,

READER’S DIGEST

who became the first woman justice told, “Don’t do it.” But sometimes the
of the US Supreme Court. Justice best advice is that which you don’t
O’Connor – whose husband, John, take. Instead of listening to people
who told me to quit, I
died from Alzheimer’s
heeded the quote that
after battling the disease
sits on a small placard
for nearly two decades –
I was told,
on my desk: “What can
has left me an indelible
be conceived can be
memory. G R E G O ’ B R I E N ,
“Don't do it.”
journalist and author of
I discovered
But sometimes created.”
O n P l u t o : In s i d e t h e Mi n d
only recently that it was
o f A l z h e i m e r ’s
the best
from a 1980s-era car
advice is that
advertisement. That’s
ON BURNOUT
OK, though, because it
which you
reminds me that dreams
“ You can always do
don’t take
should be lofty.
more. But if you do
Dr Toby Cosgrove
D R TO BY CO S G R OV E ,
too much, they won’t
CEO of Cleveland Clinic
get your best.” My college roommate’s father,
ON EXPERTISE
a third-grade teacher, told me this
during my first year of teaching. I was Several years ago, I was at a lecture
staying late every night and getting by a brilliant speaker, Nido Qubein,
burned out. He helped me accept that who said, “If you’re in the presence
I couldn’t chase down every lesson of a true expert, you will understand
idea or write sentences of explana- everything they say. If you don’t
tion for each error. It gave me the understand what someone is saying,
freedom to focus on interaction with they are not an expert.” Often when
kids. That’s made all the difference.
we don’t understand what someone
S E A N M CCO M B ,
who is claiming to be an expert is
2 0 1 4 U S Te a c h e r o f t h e Ye a r
saying, we tend to blame ourselves.
Now my filters are simple. I cut people
ON BEING TOLD “NO”
off if they don’t make sense.
I wasn’t diagnosed with dyslexia until
J U L I E M O R G E N ST E R N ,
professional organiser
my mid-30s. Long days and nights
in the library in college produced a
ON OLD FRIENDS
collection of C’s. Twelve of 13 medical
schools rejected me. I was told that I One night I called my longtime
was the least talented person in my friend Lydia to escape from mounresidency and advised not to go into tains of paperwork and errands. She
cardiac surgery. Time and again, I was said, “Don’t you remember what you
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always used to say? ‘When I die, I
don’t want people standing around
my grave saying, “Ohhh, she kept a
perfect house.” You wanted them to
say, “Wow, she was a Woman of the
World.”’I didn’t remember that until
my friend reminded me. I was struck
by how relationships connect us to a
part of ourselves we’ve long forgotten. They remind us who we really
are, rather than the person that years
of responsibilities have us thinking we
should be.
M A RY C . B O U N D S ,

me, to my total humiliation, what her
mother had overheard, I expected
her to scold me for my hubris. She
said, “The important thing is that you
work for yourself, not for my approval.
If you feel that doing well matters to
you, you become your most loyal fan
as well as your most severe critic.”

journalist and author of
A L i g h t S h i n e s i n Ha r l e m

“You’re the average of the five people
you associate with the most.” A wrestling coach told this to me in high
school. I’ve never forgotten it.

ON LOVING

I met one woman in Georgia who has
been married to her husband for over
60 years. After being asked for her best
relationship advice, she paused and
then said, “Don’t be afraid to be the
one who loves the most.”
N AT E B AG L E Y,

c r e a t o r o f Th e L o v e u m e n t a r y , a s t u d y o f
t h e 1 0 0 -p l u s g r e a t e s t l o v e s t o r i e s i n
Am e r i c a , o n b u s i n e s s i n s i d e r. c o m

ON MOTIVATION

My mother and I were riding a cable
car on a Saturday morning in West
Philadelphia. I told her how much
my first-grade teacher Miss Invernessy loved me, boasting that I was
the teacher’s pet. I didn’t know that
Miss Invernessy’s own mother was
riding behind us. She heard everything. On Monday, Miss Invernessy
kept me after class. After she told
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JUDITH RODIN,

p r e s i d e n t o f t h e R o c k e f e l l e r Fo u n d a t i o n o n
the RockBlog, rockefellerfoundation.org

ON YOUR CIRCLE

TIM FERRISS,

a u t h o r o f Th e 4 - Ho u r Wo rkw e e k , o n
b u s i n e s s i n s i d e r. c o m

ON PAIN

“Pretending and ignoring are two different things.” I was 15 when I heard
this, checked in to a stress centre after
swallowing a potentially lethal dose of
sleeping pills. I’d told my best friend
I was born HIV positive. Classmates
called me names and left mean notes
on my locker. I was told to ignore my
bullies, which I’d done. But as one of
the centre’s counsellors explained,
sometimes you think you’re ignoring
hurtful behaviour when you’re just
pretending.
“Were you hurt, Paige?” the counsellor asked. Yes. I’d been hurt again
and again. It was terrifying to admit;
would acknowledging that mean my

READER’S DIGEST

bullies had won? No. It allowed me
to move on. Admitting I was hurt was
the only thing that freed me from the
pain.
PA I G E R AW L ,

husband a typed poem:
“Be careful where you go,
young man,
Be careful what you do.
HIV/AIDS and antibullying activist
Two little eyes are watching
and author of Positive
you now –
Two little feet will be
ON GRIT
following you.”
It’s easy to overlook that
My seventh-grade footthose little eyes soak up
ball team had just been
soundly trounced. Our “The difference things you might not be
aware you’re transmitopposition was a bunch
between
ting. Like how family
of ragtag kids from an
winners and
members treat one anOklahoma City Salvalosers: winners other. How often please
tion Army shelter. Their
do things
and thank you punctuhelmets didn’t match.
ate the day. Whether
Some wore jeans. The
losers don't
you come to a full stop
kid across from me had
want to do”
at a stop sign. The kids
put his number on his
Dr Phil
might look oblivious,
shirt in masking tape.
But when we snapped
but they’re watching.
the ball, that kid hit me
PAULA SPENCER,
j o u r n a l i s t a n d a u t h o r o f Mo m f i d e n c e ! ,
so hard, my left shoulder still hurts
i n Wo m a n ’s D ay
when it rains. After the game, my dad
ON TIMING
told me, “Boy, you just got a lesson
in the power of desire. The differ- When I graduated from high school
ence between winners and losers is in 1980, I set a goal to be on Johnny
that winners do things that losers just Carson’s The Tonight Show within
don’t want to do.” If I want something ten years. Through early 1990, I
bad enough, I better be willing to auditioned eight times and was turned
work however hard is required. If not, away at each. Only after my ninth
a boy with a taped-on number might turn – two months before my tenth
take it away.
high school reunion – did I appear
PHIL MCGRAW,
on Carson for the first time. During
h o s t o f t h e t e l e v i s i o n s h o w D r. P h i l
those years, Jim McCawley, Carson’s
talent booker, kept saying something
ON RAISING CHILDREN
that was incredibly frustrating, but
Hours after our first child was born, which I later would fully apprecia nun at the hospital handed my ate: “When performing for Johnny
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Carson, it’s better to be five years late
than one day early.” It’s not being at
the right place at the right time but
rather about being prepared when the time
arrives. J E F F D U N H A M ,
ventriloquist and stand-up
comedian

career as a coach and self-help author.
Inject fun into any joyless portion of
your life. Everything can change.

“My mother
said ‘Make
yourself useful.’
Add something
to a meeting,
a party or
a project”

MARTHA BECK,

life coach and author

ON CONTRIBUTING

My no-nonsense
mother used to say,
ON FUN
“Make yourself useful.”
I had three children
It referred to clearwhile I was earning my
ing the table or taking
PhD at Harvard. When
out the trash. But as
I met with a therapist,
my ability to be useful
one of the first things
expanded, so did the
Kelly Corrigan
she asked was, “When
opportunities. Add
was the last time you
something to a meeting,
read a book for fun?” That day, a party, or a project. Being useful is so
schlepping my preschoolers through widely applicable and enormously
the grocery store, I picked up a copy satisfying.
of Jurassic Park. I read all night. That
K E L LY CO R R I G A N , a u t h o r o f G l i tt e r &
question became a pivotal part of my
G l u e a n d Th e Mi d d l e P l a c e

STANDARD HOUSEHOLD MEASURES
A heap of cake
A stack of brownies
A brick of ramen
A spoon of peanut butter
A mug of wine
A fist of jellybeans
A whole thing of ice cream
JOHN SHERMAN, MCSWEENEYS.NET/TENDENCY
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That’s Outrageous!
PARENTS BEHAVING BADLY

ILLUSTRATION: PI ERRE LORA NGER; COM P ILED BY: JULI AN CY MBALISTA-CLAPP

FAST ON
THE DRAW

When
Meochia
Evans’s nine-year-old
daughter was confronted
by an adult at an American
fast food outlet in July 2013 for
choosing a prize too slowly, Evans
stepped in to defend her progeny.
Her argument with the fellow
parent quickly escalated to
fisticuffs, with family members
on both sides, children
included, joining in. After
Evans pepper-sprayed the brawling
crowd, police arrived and arrested
her and her cousin. Later found
guilty of disorderly conduct, the two
women were fined US$618 and
US$555, respectively.
GREAT EGGSPECTATIONS

When triple the expected number of
families showed up for an Easter egg
hunt in Canada, in April 2014, the fun
failed to multiply. After an impatient
father lifted his child over the security
barrier ahead of the start time, the
crowd of over 6000 quickly followed,
busting through the fence. In the
ensuing scramble, adults knocked

children aside
and grabbed
eggs for their
kids from
strangers’
baskets. While
no injuries
were
reported,
several
parents
demanded a
refund of the $3
admission fee.
ADMISSIONS, BLACK AND BLUE

In February last year, a group of
parents in Pune, India, angry that
their kids were denied admission
to a junior kindergarten despite
several rounds of tests and
interviews, gathered outside the
school gates to protest. Father
Thomas Bijily, the principal, came
out and held discussions with them.
But one irate parent set a very bad
example for his little scholar. He hit
Father Thomas once below the ear
and then on the head, threatening
to kill him, before fleeing. The priest
fell unconscious and had to be
treated in hospital.
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A first-timer, an experienced adrenaline junkie,
and a skydive gone terribly wrong

Jump,
He Saıd.
And They

Fell
BY C H R I S BALLARD FR O M S P O RT S I LLU STRATED
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N AUGUST 1, 2009, the Skydive Houston drop zone
in Waller County, Texas, was busy. Instructor Dave
Hartsock had made his first jump at 9am and completed five more since. At 4pm, he was getting
ready to clock out for the day when Todd Bell, the
drop-zone manager, approached him with a favour.
Can you take up one more jumper?

Dave was tired and sweaty; the Texas
air was still above 38°C, even late in
the afternoon. But he was game. He
took a slug of Gatorade, grabbed a
prepacked parachute off the wall peg,
and turned to smile at his final jumper
of the day.
Usually, Shirley Dygert avoided
risks – she didn’t even like driving
at night. But here she was, wearing a bulky flight suit and preparing
to jump out of a plane. What in the
world am I doing? she wondered. Her
older son, Will, had invited her down
to Houston from her home in Teague,
Texas, 240km to the northwest, for a
barbecue to celebrate both her 54th
birthday and his brother Joe’s 30th.
The plan was for Joe and his friends
to go skydiving, but five minutes
before Shirley arrived, her phone
rang. It was Joe. A buddy from San
Antonio had decided not to jump.
Did Shirley want to come? Here was
a chance to try something new and to
connect with her sons. “Sure, I’ll go,”
she heard herself say.
So now here she stood, looking at
this tall man in his 40s, a thick parachute strapped to his shoulders. In a
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few minutes, she’d be attached to him,
her life in his hands.
“How many times have you done
this?” she asked.
“A lot,” the man said.
AS THE 23-PASSENGER Super Twin
Otter ascended to 13,500 feet (4100m),
Dave checked and rechecked his
buckles at the four contact points.
After more than 800 jumps, he now
did it reflexively. He’d long ago gotten
over any nerves, and he could tell that
Shirley would be an easy student. She
had a shy, nervous smile. She’d follow
directions.
He gave her the patter. They’d spin
three times so she could see all the
way to Houston, 65km away. At 5000
feet (1500m), he’d pull the chute and
they’d settle into a soft glide. The
whole thing would take two to three
minutes but feel five times that long.
In the first moments after Shirley and
Dave left the Super Otter, all Shirley
saw was the vast Texas sky, pocked by
clouds. Then her perspective flipped,
and she was falling nose first into a
wind tunnel. Her forehead tightened;
her cheeks felt as if they were trying

READER’S DIGEST

to run off her face. In the first three
seconds, her body accelerated to
80km/h; after nine seconds, she and
Dave had reached 190km/h. As she’d
been instructed in the brief training
session before the jump, she threw her
arms and legs behind her so that she
fell belly first, allowing Dave to control
the dive. Time began to slow, and as
they passed 7000 feet (2100m), Shirley
finally allowed herself to breathe. She
could see houses, barns, a golf course.
She could almost see Will’s house off
in the distance, where they’d be having
dinner in a matter of hours.

PREVIOUS SP READ: GETTY I MAGES

AT 5000 FEET (1500m), Dave pulled

the main chute. As always, the aim
was for the canopy to meet the three
S’s: square, stable, and steerable. Then
it was a sightseeing expedition down
to the bottom, after which he’d grin
for some photos, stow his gear, and
shower before the fun began. Saturday
nights were epic in Waller. The drop
zone was in a small private airport that
had a clubhouse, kitchen, and swimming pool. Folks drank beer, then told
stories around a bonfire.
Now Dave pulled the rip cord and
instantly knew something was wrong.
A parachute release can be jarring as
you slow from 190km/h to 30km/h, but
this was different. Dave felt a violent
jerk and heard a loud pop from above.
He tried to look up, towards the line,
but they were already spinning – once,
twice, then dozens of times, faster and
faster. Blood began rushing towards

his feet. He knew the danger: spin too
fast for too long, and he could black
out. And if he blacked out, no-one
could pull the reserve parachute.
Catching a glimpse of the bow tie
shape of the parachute above him,
Dave had an idea of what had occurred: either a tension knot or a
“lineover”, in which the cords connected to the canopy twist on top of
the parachute instead of below it.
Either way, the problem was solvable.
All Dave had to do was cut away the
main chute and deploy the reserve.
He closed his eyes to better focus
and shoved his hand up from his hip
to grasp the cutaway handle. But the
handle wasn’t there.
Shirley was becoming worried. This
was more than three spins.
“Is it supposed to be like this?”
Shirley shouted.
“No,” Dave yelled back. “To be
honest, we have a serious problem.
But I got it.”
With every second, they spun faster.
The world became a blur. She wondered what her husband, Bill, was
thinking, down there on the ground.
They’d met just after high school, in
Montana, where their fathers had
worked together in a coal mine. They’d
had Will in 1977, then Joe two years
later. In 1998, when the boys had graduated from high school, Shirley took
a job at the post office. She walked
20km a day, opening one postbox after
another. She liked the routine of the
job, the predictability.
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Cut away the canopy. That’s all
Dave was thinking. Normally it was
easy. He’d just reach over and pull
the handle, the one that had suddenly disappeared. He’d envisioned
the manoeuvre countless times since
2004, the year he’d caught the skydiving bug. At the end of his first tandem
jump at Skydive Houston, Dave had
turned to his instructor and asked,
“What do I have to do to be able to do
this all the time?”
Dave loved the exhilaration of
flight, the way it inhabited him. It was
electrifying. He became an instructor,
and then, in 2009, he began taking out
tandems. He relished that on every
leap he was introducing someone new
to the sport, checking an item off his or
her bucket list.
Now, however, he was in a bind.
The canopy malfunction had been so
violent that it had yanked the cutaway
handle upward. It was stuck between
him and Shirley, and he couldn’t reach
it. As they dropped past 4000 feet
(1200m), Dave knew time was running
out. He had roughly 20 seconds until
the point of no return.
There was only one option left.
At roughly 3500 feet (1050m), Dave
pulled the reserve chute. He hoped
the reserve would at least slow them
down. Stop the spinning. Give him a
chance to think.
The packet shot behind him and into
the blue sky and then expanded. For a
moment, calm returned as 160km/h
became 95km/h. Their spin slowed.
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The blood rushed back to Dave’s head,
and he was able to begin playing with
the lines, trying to get the two semiinflated canopies into the air. Maybe
we’ll get out of this, he thought.
O N T H E G R O U N D, Bill Dygert
watched with growing concern.
Shirley’s jump had looked fine at first.
Then the parachute shot into the sky
and, instead of blooming, folded in on
itself, like a popped balloon. Then a
second chute went up, but Bill could
tell it wasn’t slowing them down
all that much. They were streaking
towards the ground. They’d also drifted
way off course, headed for a grove of
trees. Bill felt as if he were watching
a car crash he could do nothing to
prevent. He put down his camera and
began running.
Shirley had just regained her sense
of equilibrium when she felt a jolt.
And then another acceleration. Above
her, the two canopies, hungry for air,
had swung violently to opposite sides.
Their speed increased from 95km/h
back to 160-plus.
As they passed 2500 feet (750m),
Shirley came to the realisation that
this was the last day of her life. She
couldn’t believe it. There was so much
still to do. She thought about Joe, who
she’d once worried would be a college
student his whole life. He’d finally
graduated, then earned his Master’s.
He now worked as a financial analyst
for the Harris County hospital district,
near Houston, but was still unmarried.
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Shirley would never meet his wife,
never know his children.
Then she thought about Will, who
was down there watching with his
children – her grandchildren – Brady,
six; Caylon, four; and Lexi, an infant.
One thought overwhelmed her: I don’t
want my kids to have to see this.

“drop-zone bums”, cutting themselves
off from society and winnowing the
world down to skydiving. Dave was
fine with that. He understood that the
sport might one day injure or kill him.
That was part of the deal.
That wasn’t the deal that Shirley
had made, though. This was the only

They were down to 450m and still plummeting at
95km/h. It was time to start looking at the ground
DESPERATELY, Dave grabbed at the

lines to try to slow them down; seven
seconds at their current speed would
eat up 1000 feet (300m). He twisted,
pulled. They’d reduced their speed
but were down to 1500 feet (450m)
and still plummeting at 95km/h.
Worse, they were spinning again.
The time to try to fix the canopy was
over. It was time to start looking at the
ground.
It was a strange position to be in,
responsible for someone else’s existence. Sure, Dave was a good dude
and the life of the party. But he could
also be a smart aleck and reckless.
He’d spent much of his life in pursuit
of good times. In the past eight years,
he’d fractured his skull and broken his
back in serious car accidents, but nothing could keep him grounded for long.
He’d given up on having kids, on
a family. He lived for himself now.
He knew other men who’d become

jump of her life, that much Dave had
known. He thought about her family
on the ground, watching. About what
would happen upon impact. He knew
what he needed to do.
As they reached 750 feet (225m),
Shirley in front and Dave behind,
Shirley thought about her mom,
who’d died of cancer in 2000. She
thought about how they’d see each
other soon. She thought, too, of her
father, a construction worker and coal
miner, who had worked himself into
the grave, dying at 66. Shirley felt a
warmth: she’d see him again soon too.
They hit 100 feet (30m). This is
how I’m going to die, she thought.
Strangely, she was at peace. She was
ready. The yellow grass came closer.
Shirley prepared herself. That’s when
Dave shouted into her ear. “Shirley, I
want you to pull up your legs now!”
he said. “Get ready for a really rough
landing.”
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As she kicked, Shirley felt herself twist upright. Behind her, Dave
pulled down on the two canopy
lines, so hard that he dislocated both
his shoulders. At the same time, he
kicked his own legs up, inverting
their positions so that it was he who
hit the hard Texas dirt first, becoming

thought they’d lost Dave. While Shirley
rested, Bill heard from someone at the
hospital that Dave had passed away in
the night. But the report was wrong.
Dave was still alive. Barely. When he
came to, on the ground, Dave was
surprised to be alive. Shirley was
strapped on top of him, and she was

After the impact, Shirley opened her eyes, then blinked.
Beneath her was the inert form of Dave Hartsock
a human cushion for a woman he’d
met only a half hour earlier.
The impact was so loud, it was
audible 400m away. Moments later,
Shirley opened her eyes, then blinked.
Above her she saw light and sky and
clouds. Beneath her she felt the inert
form of Dave Hartsock.
IT’S BEEN NEARLY SIX YEARS

now, and Shirley still thinks about
Dave every day. She and Bill still live
in the same ranch-style house just
outside Teague. Shirley’s hair is tinged
with grey, and the creases have deepened around her eyes, but she smiles
broadly and walks without a limp. She
considers it a miracle that, for someone who broke multiple ribs, lost part
of a kidney, tore her spleen, damaged
her liver, and broke five vertebrae in
her neck, she has no lasting effects.
“Good as new,” she says.
Three days after the accident, Bill
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trying to get up. He tried to rise but
couldn’t. He assumed he’d broken
his back. Later, at the hospital, the
doctors recited complicated medical
terms, but all that mattered was this:
Dave was a quadriplegic. He’d never
walk again.
Two weeks after her surgery, when
Shirley was back at the hospital for
a check-up, she arrived early and
walked a few blocks down to Memorial
Hermann, where Dave was still in
intensive care. She took the lift up,
found his room. No-one was there but
the nurse. Dave looked up. He could
see her, but he couldn’t talk. “David,
how are you doing?” she said. Then
she kissed him on the forehead. Dave
looked at her. He saw her neck brace.
He began to cry.
“It’s OK,” Shirley said. “We’re both
going to be walking.” Now she was
tearing up too. “Dave,” she continued,
“I just want to tell you that I love you.”
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Dave looked up at her. A tube
emerged from his throat. His head
was swaddled, his face puffy, his body
lifeless. He began to mouth words.
I. Love. You. Too.
THESE DAYS, DAVE LIVES with his
77-year-old mother, Viki Hartsock, in
a small three-bedroom house on a
quiet residential street in the northern
sprawl of Houston. In conversation, he
is sarcastic. The humour comes off as
a defence mechanism, a way to try to
be normal when he is no such thing.
As for the fateful jump, he is matter-offact. “I did what I felt was necessary for
taking care of my student,” Dave says.
“That was the most important thing,
making sure Shirley got down safely. I
thought, if we do it this way, I’ll either
get killed or paralysed from the waist
down.” He pauses. “And I’m like, OK, I
can live with that.”
When Dave and Shirley see each
other, which is often, the warmth

between them is genuine. She touches
Dave on the arm during conversation. Dave says he considers Shirley
a friend. As for Shirley, like many
of Dave’s friends, she is amazed by
how positive he remains, by how he’s
always joking and laughing, how he
signs every email with “God Bless and
Blue Skies”. She’s not sure she could
do the same in his position.
It was, in a strange way, a rare
opportunity Dave received. How
many of us have a chance to be tested
like that? Perhaps we think we
couldn’t do what Dave did. That we
haven’t been heroic enough in our
lives. But then who says you need to
have lived a hero’s life to be a hero?
Why can’t a hero be just another
normal, flawed human being, a guy
who likes hot chicken wings and cold
beer and chasing girls? Maybe that is
the gift Dave gives the rest of us. The
assurance that, in that moment, we
might be able to do what he did.

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED (JULY 28, 2014), © 2014 BY TIME INC., WWW.SI.COM

Puzzles

See page 120

Dot to Dot
This is the missing domino. To find the
pattern, add the total spots in each
horizontal set of dominoes and multiply by
4 (the number of dominoes in each set) to
reach 100 (the total given at the end of
each set).

Sorting Skills
SOY SAUCE. (Take away the letters from every
second space: appropriately, they spell CHINESE.)

Body of Evidence
1. cranium 2. mandible 3. clavicle 4. scapula
5. humerus 6. rib 7. vertebra 8. ulna 9. radius
10. coccyx 11. pelvis 12. femur 13. patella 14. tibia
15. cuboid

Small Change
Place four coins on
their edge just
touching
each other. A
square is
formed where
they meet.

Hidden Meaning
A. Halo
B. Excellent movies
C. Attorney General
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Smart Animals

Web of Knowledge
JERROLD SCHWARTZ

One morning, I walked down the
path to my car and right into a huge
spider web. I felt foolish for not
having seen it, rid myself of the web
tendrils and went on my way. The
next morning, the very same
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scenario occurred and I felt even
more foolish. On the third day, I was
careful to look for the web – the
spider had rewoven it, but this time
off the path in the bushes. How
humbling to realise that the spider
and I had learned the exact same
lesson in the same amount of time.

ILLUSTRATION: BECK WHEELER

Animals can learn new skills from a parent or owner –
but sometimes they just teach themselves

Gatekeeper

Classic Cockatiel

HEATHER REILLY

W.J. (BILL) FORREST

There weren’t too many tricks that
Hercules, our Kelpie-cross, could do
but one self-taught task was very
useful. My husband Peter and I had
to pass through the pool gate to
access the workshop below the
house.
After seeing us do this many times,
Hercules would hear us lift the latch
on top of the child safety gate and
then use his paw to open the gate for
us. This was particularly useful when
we had full hands.

My pet cockatiel Dachi used to ride
around the house on my shoulder,
even though he could fly. I didn’t have
the heart to cut his wings, so I knew
that one day he might fly away.
I taught him to whistle “Happy
Birthday” and “For He’s a Jolly
Good Fellow”, but he didn’t keep it for
special occasions and would wish
me a happy birthday whenever he
felt like it.
One day last year, I accidentally left
the front door open and Dachi flew
away. After a week, we advertised in
the local paper and received a call
from a woman the same day.
“I think we might have your
cockatiel,” she said. “My husband
found it in the middle of the street.”
I drove to her house, which was
only 2km away. She met me at the
door. “Come through,” she said.
“It’s out in the back in a cage with our
other parrots.”
I whistled the opening bars of the
third movement of Mozart’s Clarinet
Concerto.
“He’s yours all right,” she laughed.
“He’s been whistling that ever since
we found him.” Dachi didn’t get
around to learning the entire
concerto, but he gave it a good try.

Dial-a-Dog
REBECCA CRIDLAND

I received an odd SMS from my
partner Simon, reading “GR”.
Confused, I responded to see what
he was trying to say, only to receive
another strange SMS of the letter “D”.
I didn’t think much of it and decided
I would ask about it when I saw him
that night.
When I arrived home, I opened the
door to find my partner’s mobile
phone in tiny chewed pieces.
Knowing that the likely suspect was
my four-month-old blue heeler puppy
Kouta, I quickly cleaned up and
prepared for my partner’s reaction.
When I explained the situation
to Simon, he was more curious
than cross. “Gee, it’s not every day
you get text messages from your dog
– I wonder what he was trying to
say?” he said.

You could earn cash by telling us about
the antics of unique pets or wildlife. Turn
to page 6 for details on how to contribute
to the magazine.
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BOOK DIGEST
“Shoes are
often designed
with a flair or
flamboyance
that far
exceeds their
practical use”
The “Dragon” shoe
by Thea Cadabra
is elaborate but
wearable and
glaringly late 1970s

In SHOES: AN ILLUSTRATED HISTORY
(Bloomsbury), Rebecca Shawcross skips through
thousands of years of footwear, from the mundane
rawhide pampootie (a primitive type of moccasin),
through padukas (Indian toe-knob sandals), clogs,
brogues, courts, mules, hobnailed boots, stilettos,
wedges, platforms, exercise sandals and sneakers. From
the practical to the indulgent, no other form of clothing
is lusted over in quite the same way.
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In A TABLE IN THE ORCHARD (Ebury
Press), Michelle Crawford writes of
swapping her hectic city life for an idyllic
family farmhouse in the countryside:
“... There’s something about Tasmania
that creeps under your skin and
bewitches you with its beauty. The longer
you stay, the more you discover and the
harder you fall, until there is nothing left
for it but to give up everything you know,
surrender to its charms and move here.
It had called to me like a siren across
the Bass Strait for years, but it was a visit
in October 2004 that sealed my fate.
Standing on top of a snow-covered
Mount Wellington
with my husband
Leo, I took in the
breathtaking view and
the sight of our twoyear-old daughter Elsa
delighting in her first
snow. I felt the first
stirring of butterflies
in my stomach.”

Michelle
Crawford traded
city life for the
slow charm of
Tasmania

In ACCIDENCE WILL HAPPEN: THE NON-

PEDANTIC GUIDE TO ENGLISH USAGE
(Weidenfeld and Nicolson), Oliver Kamm argues:

“... You can be wrong and I can be wrong about
grammar, spelling and punctuation. But … it’s not
possible for everyone, or for the majority of
educated users of the language to be wrong. The
only evidence we have of what makes up the
English language is how people write and speak it.
If an ‘incorrect’ form is more widely understood
than an alternative construction, it isn’t incorrect.
It’s what the language is.”
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Prince Philip,
addressing the
Aircraft Research
Association in 2002:
Quoted by
Antony A. Butt in

THE WISDOM OF
PRINCE PHILIP

(Hardie Grant)
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More than 50,000 people
visit Buckingham Palace
each year as guests
at banquets, lunches,
dinners, receptions
and garden parties.
From A ROYAL COOKBOOK
(Royal Collection Trust)

EXTRACTS M AY BE EDITED FOR SPACE AND C LARI TY; I LLUSTRATI ON: OSLO DAVIE S

“If you travel as much as
we do you appreciate the
improvements in aircraft
design of less noise and
more comfort – provided
you don’t travel in
something called economy
class, which sounds
ghastly.”

In GIRL IN THE DARK
(Bloomsbury), Anna Lyndsey
describes her life with a rare and
severe light sensitivity:
“... I know I do not have much time.
Immediately I leave my blacked-out
room, a clock is ticking; my skin
begins its twisted dialogue with
light. At first the exchange takes
place in softest whispers, then
more insistent mutterings. ‘Ignore
it!’ I want to scream. ‘You don’t
have to respond, don’t get
involved.’ But my skin soon chatters
loudly, an argument is building. The
situation is becoming heated; it is
prudent to
separate the
protagonists.
… Over the
whole covering
of my body,
I burn with
invisible fire.
I take my skin
back to my lair.
In the darkness,
it regains its
equilibrium.”

MOVIE DIGEST
MINIONS Family
A prequel to the phenomenally
successful Despicable Me franchise,
Minions is the story of how the little,
yellow creatures found their perfect
evil master. This search takes them
through history, checking out a
T. rex, pharaohs in ancient Egypt,
and even Count Dracula. But
nothing seems right so three special
minions – Kevin, Stuart and Bob –
set their minds to finding someone
evil in 1960s New York. Featuring
the vocal talents of Sandra
Bullock, Jon Hamm and Michael
Keaton, this one is bound to get a
few laughs from both little and
big kids alike.

MADAME BOVARY Drama
Gustave Flaubert’s tragic story is being brought
to the silver screen once again. When Emma
(Mia Wasikowska) marries a small-town doctor
to leave her family’s pig farm behind, she realises
that married life is not all she expected. After being
introduced to the opulent world of her husband’s
society acquaintances, Emma becomes bored
with her devoted partner and seeks excitement and
status in a series of affairs. Driven by breathtaking
compositions, scenery and costumes, Madame Bovary
promises to live up to its classic source material.

Mia Wasikowska plays the
adulterous housewife
June•2015
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Checking out
the wildlife:
doyouthinkhesaurus?

JURASSIC WORLD Action Adventure
The fourth instalment of Jurassic Park is finally here and the island now
features a dinosaur theme park, Jurassic World. To boost visitor attendance
and much to the dismay of one on-site ranger (Chris Pratt), the park’s
geneticists create a hybrid mutant dinosaur – Indominus rex. We’re sure you
can guess what happens next. Packed with action and polished off with
special effects, Jurassic World is action at its best.

Just like he
promised:
Arnie is back

Q:
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TERMINATOR:
GENISYS Sci-Fi Action
Arnold Schwarzenegger is back.
Acting as a prequel, sequel and reboot
to the first four films, Genisys is a twist
on the original storyline. On the verge
of winning the war against the machines,
John Connor (Jason Clarke) sends his
lieutenant Kyle Reese back through time
to save his mother, Sarah Connor (Emilia
Clarke). But in this alternate universe,
Terminator T-800 (Schwarzenegger)
and Connor face the challenge of
defeating another Terminator first.
With unexpected twists and turns,
Genisys is a must-see for Terminator fans.

What were (a) the first full-colour film, and (b) the
last black-and-white film to win a Best Picture Oscar?

June•2015

DVD

STILL ALICE Drama
Based on Lisa Genova’s 2007 bestselling novel of the same name, Still Alice follows
the story of Dr Alice Howland (Oscar-winner Julianne Moore, above), a linguistics
professor and happily married mother of three adult children. But when Alice
receives a devastating diagnosis of early-onset Alzheimer’s disease, her seemingly
perfect life begins to fall apart and her family find their bonds are tested. If you
missed this tearjerker in the cinemas, you can take comfort knowing that now you
can go through a whole box of tissues in the comfort of your own home.

Why You Should Order Popcorn
Love the movies but hate the loud in-your-face ads?
Then eating popcorn could be your salvation. According to
a study by the Cologne Institute and published in the
Journal of Consumer Psychologyº, whenever we hear a
new name, our tongue subconsciously practises its
pronunciation, explaining why we easily remember
brand names. But if we’re eating popcorn, our mouths are
already moving, so that process is interrupted. To test this
theory, researchers invited 96 movie buffs to a screening
and gave half a tub of popcorn and the other half a quickly
dissolvable sugar cube. As predicted, the ads left no impact on
the popcorn group, while the sugar cube group found themselves
vulnerable to the advertisements. So, next time you’re avoiding
temptation at the movies, give in and order a large popcorn.

A: (a) Gone With the Wind (1939), (b) The Artist (2011)
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BRAIN POWER
TEST YOUR MENTAL PROWESS

Puzzles

Challenge yourself by solving these puzzles and mind stretchers,
then check your answers on page 111
Dot to Dot
100

What is the value of
the missing domino?

100

?

100

SCOHYISNAEUSCEE
Sorting Skills
Use some cunning to solve this secret code.
Clue: get this at the Chinese takeaway!
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Hidden Meaning

Body of Evidence
Match the bones below to the
skeleton. See how many you know.

Identify the common
words or phrases below.

1
2
3
4
5

HAY

A

6
7
8
9

E

10
11
12

E

13

B

XC LL NT
E

14
15

₡ ₡

₡

₡

₡ ₡

₡
₡

humerus
mandible
patella
pelvis
radius

rib
scapula
tibia
ulna
vertebra

G neral
e

clavicle
coccyx
cranium
cuboid
femur

Small Change
What is the
smallest number
of coins you need
to make a square?
Think laterally.

C
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BRAIN POWER
TEST YOUR GENERAL KNOWLEDGE

Trivia

first digital camera sold?

1. Which precious object is
comprised of calcium
carbonate (CaCO3)? 1 point
2. The act of shooting
soldiers on your own side is
known as what kind of fire?

1 point
10. The letters YKK are

found on almost every
example of which clothing
component? 1 point
11. Sir Gawain, Sir Lancelot
and Sir Tristan were part of
which valiant gathering?

3. In astronomy, what word
beginning with m is used to
describe the brightness of
stars? 1 point
4. Proverbially speaking,
what shouldn’t you put in
one basket? 1 point
5. Name three of the four of
Earth’s seas that are named
for a colour. 3 points
6. What charming nocturnal
African mammal’s name
comes from the Dutch for
“earth pig”? 1 point
7. Which two Lou Reed
studio albums are named
for major world cities?
2 points
9. In what decade was the
16-20 Gold medal

8. Bob Hoskins,

1 point

Burt Lancaster,
Christopher
Walken and Yul
Brynner (above)
were all circus
performers
before
becoming
actors. Match
them with their
role:
a) acrobat
b) fire-eater
c) lion tamer
d) trapeze artist.

12. Can you name these two

3 points

11-15 Silver medal

classics for children from
their opening lines? 2 points
>> “Mr and Mrs Dursley of
number four, Privet Drive,
were proud to say that they
were perfectly normal ...”
>> “All children, except one,
grow up.”
13. James Thurber, Horatio
Nelson and Sammy Davis Jr
all had what singular
disability? 1 point
14. What body part do
reindeer regrow each year?
1 point

6-10 Bronze medal

0-5 Wooden spoon

1. Pearl. 2. Friendly. 3. Magnitude. 4. All your eggs. 5. Black Sea; Red; Yellow, White. 6. Aardvark. 7. New York and Berlin.
8. a) Brynner; b) Hoskins; c) Walken; d) Lancaster. 9. 1980s (1981). 10. Zipper. 11. Knights of the Round Table. 12. Harry
Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone; Peter Pan. 13. All had one eye. 14. Their antlers.
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BRAIN POWER
IT PAYS TO INCREASE YOUR

Word Power
Good Sport

BY EM ILY COX & HENRY RATHVON; ILLUSTRATION S: JILL CA LDER

Test your sports and games
vocabulary with this playful quiz.
There’s no penalty for flipping to
the next page for the answers.
1. aficionado n. – A: referee.
B: expert. C: buff.
2. home stretch n. – A: muscle
treatment. B: final stage or length.
C: cycling stadium.
3. below the belt adj. – A: robust,
strapping. B: worthless catch in
cricket. C: unfair, unsportsmanlike.
4. gambit n. – A: single inning.
B: opening manoeuvre. C: intense
rival.
5. arbitrate v. – A: protest a call.
B: serve as umpire. C: settle for a tie.
6. chaff v. – A: tease. B: discard.
C: advance a pawn.
7. scrum n. – A: mask for fencing.
B: snooker move. C: pack of rugby
players.
8. rollicking adj. – A: following the
rules. B: playful. C: easy to learn.

9. see v. – A: match, as a poker bet.

B: leapfrog over. C: strike a six.
10. baize n. – A: pool-table fabric.
B: long-range pass. C: sculling boat.
11. maffick v. – A: celebrate joyfully.
B: enter a raffle. C: play solitaire.
12. on a sticky wicket n. –
A: worthless catch in cricket.
B: difficult situation. C: batsman
dismissal.
13. token n. – A: loss of a turn.
B: signal to a partner. C: game piece.
14. ruff v. – A: sail on a new tack.
B: play a trump card. C: drive a ball
off the fairway.
15. hat trick n. – A: fancy outfield
catch. B: three goals by one player.
C: “grand slam” of tennis.

LOVE STORY
Why do tennis players say love when they mean zero? One theory: on a
scoreboard, the numeral 0 looks like an egg and, in French, “the egg” is l’oeuf.
English speakers wasted no time changing it. As a score, love doesn’t make
much sense – but tennis scoring is crazy anyway, as you may have noticed.
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Answers
1. aficionado – [C] buff.
“A fishing aficionado, Jonathan
insists on using spinning lures
instead of worms as bait.”
2. home stretch – [B] final
stage or length. “The
unknown contender burst
from well behind in the
home stretch to an easy
win in the race.”
3. below the belt – [C] unfair,
unsportsmanlike. From boxing.
“Disregarding the rules, Golota
punched Bowe in the groin with
a below-the-belt shot.”
4. gambit – [B] opening manoeuvre.
“That sneaky gambit might earn you a
four-move checkmate, but it will cost
you willing opponents.”
5. arbitrate – [B] serve as umpire.
“When an argument broke out over
the team’s last cupcake, a coach
stepped in to arbitrate.”
6. chaff – [A] tease. “Chloe chaffs Alex
each time she beats him at golf.”
7. scrum – [C] pack of rugby players.
“The shoppers were packed in as
closely as a scrum to snap up the
bargains on the sale.”
8. rollicking – [B] playful. “Fans
of the Harlem Globetrotters enjoy
their rollicking antics on the
basketball court.”
9. see – [A] match, as a poker bet.
“I’ll see your apple and raise you
three oranges.”
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10. baize – [A] pool-table fabric.
“Eddie is such a billiards fanatic that
his man cave is carpeted in baize.”
11. maffick – [A] celebrate joyfully.
“The team mafficked its victory by
rushing the field.”
12. sticky wicket – [B] difficult
situation. From cricket, a wet or sticky
pitch. “With no money in the bank,
the cricket club found itself on a
sticky wicket.”
13. token – [C] game piece. “My
family plays Connect Four with
buttons because the official tokens
were lost long ago.
14. ruff – [B] play a trump card.
“I smiled at her taunts, knowing
I would ruff on the next hand.”
15. hat trick – [B] three goals by
one player. “After Harrison’s hat
trick, the football pitch was littered
with fans’ caps.”
VOCABULARY RATINGS

5 & below: It’s not all about winning
6–10: Star player
11–12: Championship contender
13-15: Word Power wizard
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